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,. An experimental evaluation of main shaft seals for helicopter gas turbine engines was ",
,_. conducted with shaft speeds to 213 m/s (700 ft/sec), air pressures to 148 N/cm _ (215 psia), ¢
"' and air temperatures to 645 K (675 F)
_.- Three conventional carbon seal designs were evaluated; these were the face, the circum-
ferential segmented, and the rotating ring types. In additic_n, two advanced carbon seal con-
figurations, the face and circumferential incorporating sel/-acting geometry for l/_t augmen-
tation, were evaluated.
Gas leakage test results indicate that convcr.'.ional seals _vill not be satisfactory for high-
_ pressure sealing because of excessive leakage. The self-acting face seal, however, had
si_]nificantly lower leakage and operated wi_h insignificant wear during a 150-hour endurance
_ te t at sliding speeds _o 145 m/s (475 ft/sec) air pressures to 124 N/cm 2 (180 psia) and
_' air temperatures to 408 K (275" F). Wear measurements indicate that noncontact operation was
achieved at shaft _ds of 4_ 000 rpm
'- Evaluation of the self actin_ cirm referential seal was inconclusive because f seal dimen
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SUMMARY
An experimental evaluation was conducted on main shaft seals
for helicopter gas turbine engines. Seals were operated at conditions
more stringent than those of existing engines.
: Three conventional carbon seal designs were tested: face, cir-
cumferential segmented, and rotating ring.
In addition, two advanced carbon seal configurations incorporat-
ing self-acting geometry for lift augmentation were evaluated. One was
a face seal and the other a circumferential (shaft-riding) seal•
Evaluation tests were conducted on _11 seal configurations at am-
bient temperature over a range of sliding speeds and sealed pressures.
The maximum sliding sl_eed was 213 m/s {700 ft/sec) and maximum air
pressure was 148 N/cm _ (215 psia). Basic design data such as air leak-
age and seal temperature were developed. Results indicated that con-
ventional seals have high leakage rates. The conventional circumferen-
- tial segmented seal and the self-acting circumferential seal had high
wear rates, but results ov the self-acting circumferential were incon-
clusive because of dimensional variations. J
The self-acting face seal limited airflow effectively, and h; - the
potential to operate successfully in high-pressure applications. A .eries
of evaluation "ests over a temperature range(maximum temperature,
645 K (675"F}_ was conducted on the self-acting face seal. During this
temperature evaluation testing of the self-acting face seal, several
random failures occurred during which the carbon primary ring con-
tacted the rotating seat and created excessive heat and wea,. These
failures were attributed to a combination of dynamic effects and thermal
distortion of the seal seat.
High rotating speed (43,066 rpm) capability of the self-acting
face seal was demonstrated in a 150-hour endurance test that was
successfully completed. Test conditions were sliding speed to 145
m/s (475 ft/sec), air pressure to IZ4 N/cm z (186 ps[a), and air tem-
perature to 408 K (275"F). Wear was insignificant.
I
I
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IINTRODUCTION " I
Main shaft seals are becoming increasingly critical in ad-
vanced gas turbine engines for helicopters. As shaft speeds, air
temperatures, and air pressures increase, engine si_e decreases,
leavlng less envelope to accomplish the sealing function.
The purpose of this program was to evaluate the performance
of conventlonal seals and self-acting seals at operating conditions
more severe than those experienced in current engines and to develop
seals capable of operating in these environments.
Advanced Avco Lycoming engines in the I. 36 to 4. 54 kg/s
(3 to I0 Ib/sec) class incorporate main shaft seals that operate with
, surface speeds to 137 m/s (450 ft/sec), air pressures to 72 N/cm2
(104 psia), and air temperatures to 810 K (1000*F). Positive-contact
carbon seals are used. In future high-performance engines, seal
operating conditions will be more severe and existing positive-contact
seal configurations may not be adequate. At high speeds and pressures,
positive-contact carbon seals have a tendency to wear, generate heat,
and coke up.
An alternative to positive-contact seals are labyrinth seals.
Because of their noncontacting feature, labyrinth seals offer infinite |
life; however, at high air pressures _nd temperatures, simple lab-
yrinths will not suffice, and complicated multistage labyrinths must |
be used. These latter seals incorporate venting and pressurization
passages that are costly to produce and difficult to accommodate in
small, high-performance engines. Compared with positive-contact
i seals, labyrinths also permit higher leakage airflows, (which must be
j absorbed by the lubrication system) that cause a loss in engine perfor-
] r_ ant e.
"_ The self-acting seal concept incorporates the best features of
positive-contact seals (low leakage) and labyrinth seals (noncontacting).
During operation, self-acting seals are noncontacting, the sealing sur-
faces being separated by a thin gas film (sealing gap) which limits gas
leakage. At shutdown the seal is positively contacting. Sell-acting
seal designs incorporate Rayleigh step lift pads on the primary (carbon)
sealin s faces. Thes_ lift pads provide hydrodynamic force to separate
the sealing surfaces, and the gas film is sufficiently stiff so that the
primary (carbon) ring tracks the runout motions of the seat without
rubbing contact.
W
:r,
1 7t '
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I Analysis of the self-act:ngseal concept and experimental !feasibilitystudies for large gas turbine engines have been detailedin many NASA-sponsored programs (References 1 through I0). How- ,_
ever, as engine size decreases, the seal size decreases and itbecomes
increasingly more difficult o design in adequate liftpad geometry.
Further, engine speeds increase as engine size decreases, and seal
inertiaforces (which increase as the square of the shaft speed) start
to become a significantforce to cause rubbing contact. Therefore the
subject program was designed to investigatethe operating conditions
and problems peculiar to small, high-performance helicopter gas
turbine engines.
The experimental evaluation was carried out in a test rig that
simulates engine conditions in an advanced gas producer turbine bear-
ing location. All seal and bearing package hardware was lightweight
and typical of Avco Lycoming engine design practice,
Three conventional seal configurations used in Avco Lycoming
engines were tested: face, shaft riding, and rotating ring.
i In addition, two self-actingseal configurations were evaluated.
One configurationhad an internallypressurized, shaft-riding, circum-
ferentialseal design, and the o her had a positive-contact face se l
design. The basic seal designs were defined by NASA.
Test data pertaining to airflow, cavity pressure and seal tem-
perature for all seals were developed for a range of speeds and
pressures at ambient temperatures. These data provided design
criteriaand a basis for comparison of the seal configurations. A
labyrinthconfiguration was analyticallyevaluated as part of the seal
performance comparis on.
The self-actingface seal configuration (which showed the best
potentialfor successful operation at advanced engine conditions)was
endurance tested and evaluated at elevated temperatures.
During the course of the programj Z8Z hours of rig evaluation
_as conducted.
TEST VEHICLE
The test rig bearing compartment (Figure I)is typical of ad-
vanced, high-speed gas turbine packages. Sealing positions are
located forward and aft of the bearing, which enabled two seal samples
to be tested simultaneously.
m
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;: The rig prime mover is a 100-horsepower, 20, O00-rpm steamr
c turbine. Connecting the steam turbine to the rig is a 3:1 ratio speed
increaser. The test installation is shown in Figure ?..
The shaft is supported by a 35-ram, spLit-inner-race ball bear-
ing in the test position, and by a Z5-mm, spLit-inner-race bearing in
_ the support position. Both bearings are hydraulically mounted, and
_ thrust loading is supplied by coil springs acting on the outer ra_e of
:: the support bearing and by pressure differentials across the loading
: wheel.
A single batch o _ MIL-L-23699 oil ,it 367 + 5 K (Z00 + 10"F)
was used throughout the test program.
The bearing con,partrnent drains by gravity into a static air-oil
separator• The minimum scavenge area is 93 ram z (0. 144 in2). De-
sired air pressure is introduced into the cavities adjacent to the test
seals, and the air that leaks past the test seals in conveyed through a
flowmeter from the air-oil separator to obtain a measure of seal per-
formance.
• Instrumentation incorporated in the test rig is listed in Table I.
The location of the pertinent instrumentation is shown in Figure 1. All
measurements were made with instruments using English unit'. These
• were then converted to SI units for reporting purposes.
An attempt was rr.ade to measure seal operating torque by re-
cording the housing reaction torque, but this was discontinued because
the seal and bearing torque was so small it was being absorbed in the
lines going to and from the housing and in friction in the large support
bearing.
Much of the test data are reported as a function of seal sliding
speed; the corresponding shaft RPM for the self-acting face see,1 is as
• "" follows:
S.liding S.peed Shaft Speed
m/__._s ft/se____c
, 61 ZOO 18, _-00
91 300 27,300
122 400 _6,400
152 500 45,500
183 600 54, 600
; 213 700 63,700
I
I _ J
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TABLE I. INSTRUMENTATION PLAN
Correspond- l
Parameter To ing Number
Be Measured Sensing Device Location in Figure 1
Shaft Speed Magnetic pickup Steam turbine shaft 9
Air Pressure Gage Fwd wheel cavity 10
Gage Fwd seal cavity 13
Gage Aft seal cavity 4
Air Temperature Thermocouple F'.vd wheel cavity l I
Thermocouple Fwd seal cavity 12
Thermocouple Aft seal cavity 5 !
Seal Air Leakage Glass tube Scavenge air-oil 8
rotameter mixture is passed through
a static separator and the
dry airflow is passed
through the flowmeter
• Oil Temperature Thermocouple Oil feed line 3
Thermocouple Scavenge line 8
Oil Flow Gla_ _ tube Oil feed line 3
rotameter
Oil Pressure Gage Oil feed line 3
Bearing Cavity
Pressure Gage Within bearing cavity 7
: _, Scavenge Pressure Gage Scavenge line 8 :
" Shaft Torque
I (rcaction torquemeasured) Strain gage Beam assembly Z
Seal Temperature Thermocouple Sea! case or carbon 6
_, Vibration Velocity pickup 1
i Chips Chip detector Scavenge hne 8
l_
i
7
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iEVALUATION OF CONVENTIONAL AND ADVANCED SEALS
.
Conventional Rotating Ring Seal
Design
The rotating ring seal (Figure 3) is essentially a close clear-
ance labyrinth that is free to rotate in the seal case. The rotating
ring _,c_1.ing element is composed of a carbon ring shrunk into a
steel retaining band. The retaining band is used to control the
expansion rate of the composite ring and to reinforce it against ro-
tational stress.
The carbon-steel composite ring is designed to have a coeffi-
cient of thermal expansion similar to that of the seal runner. The i
purpose of matching thermal expansion characteristics is to hold a |
temperature-con_t._nt clearance between the runner outside diameter
and the carbon inside diameter.
The carbon-steel composite ring is shaft driven (by friction)
and is designed to rotate at a speed less than shaft speed, The ex- i
pansion of the composite ring with speed is utilized to provide a
minimum air leakage gap at all operating conditions. H the gap tends
to increase, the driving torque decreases and the ring speed de-
creases. The opposite occurs if the gap decreases: the driving
torque increases, the ring speed increases. The seal, therefore, is
designed to be self-regulating.
The rotating ring configuration used in the test program is
shown in Figure 3. Seal materials and critical dimensions are
listed. Seal cnrnponents a,'e shown in Figure 4.
•_ For the test program, the forward seal position was built with
a static diametral gap of 0. 0610 mm (0.0024 in. ) and the aft seal
with a static diametral gap of 0. 1346 mm (0.0053 in. ).
Test Results
Five tests were conducted, each test covering a range of
speeds and air pressures at ambient temperature. Test data are
shown in Table H, which lists test conditions and resulting airflows,
bearing cavity pressures, and seal temperatures. Seal tempera-
ture was measured at the location shown in Figure 3. Only the aft
seal was temperature instrumented.
8
t
I j.
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I. SEALCASE AMS5610
2. RETAINIHGBAND 431 SST
3. CARBONRING HIGH.TEMPERATURECARBON
4. RUNNER AMS6382 '
CHROMEPLATE PER AMS2406
INTERFERENCEFIT BETWEENRETAINING .356 ( .014 .)BANDANDCARBONRING . 0-'-5"mm _._ in
• Figure 3. Rotating Ring Seal.
• 9 :
i •
7 •
• l
_oo._,. -I_. "............ IS '.. ......I ...'""'-,.-.,._'
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TABLE 1| . ROTATING I_NO SEAL TEST DATA
Air Cavity Seal
Speed Pressure Prelsnre Airflmv _Two Sealsl Temperature_
_,_ (,,./.) (./..¢) _/_z) (p.i.) (N/C.,.,_(P.l,i _ka/;J .:(.¢_,,,,D:. ,b/..¢) _i c-FJ
1 61 zoo 30.8 44.7 z0.4 19.7 .0Jl 18.5 .014 .
Z 91 300 30.8 44.7 19.8 28.7 .310 16.S .oz! 351 175
3 61 ZOO 46 66.7 Z6.7 38.7 363 195
4 91 300 46.7 67.7 Z6.0 37.7 - -- 367 203
S 61 ZOO 7%1 114,7 36,4 5Z.? .0_8 _ :061 377 _ZO
6 91 300 79,1 114.7 35.6 51.7 .OZ_ 43.5 .055 386 Z35
7 61 _00 34,3 49,7 Z6.7 38.7 .014 Z5 .O_Z 3ZZ IZO
8 91 300 34,3 49,7 Z6 37,7 ,013 Z3 .029 337 145
9 1ZZ 400 34.3 49,7 14.6 3S,7 .01l 10 ,OZ5 363 195
!0 61 200 55 79,7 37.8 54.7 .017 47.5 .06! 339 150
11 91 300 55 79,7 36.4 5Z.? .02_ 43 .OSS 361 190
IZ IZ2 400 55 79,7 34,3 49.7 ,0_l 37 ,047 368 205
13 61 ZOO _3.6 106.7 48.1 69.7 .0_8 65 .083 361 190
14 91 300 73.6 106,7 46.7 67.7 .036 60.5 .077 363 195
15 lZZ 400 77.7 112.7 45.3 65.7 .03Z 56 .071 371 ZlO
16 61 200 34.3 49.7 2_,6 32.7 .0_ 2_.5 .0_0 300 80
17 91 300 34.3 49,7 22.6 32.7 .011 18.5 .OZ4 3_7 145
18 122 400 34.3 49.7 20.5 29.7 .'109 15 .oIq 350 170
19 152 500 34.3 49.7 18.4 26.7 .00_, !1 .014 366 200
ZO 61 200 55 79,7 30,8 44,7 .02_ 40 .0_1 333 140
11 91 300 55 19.7 l% 5 41.7 ,olq 33,5 .04_ 344 160
z2 122 400 55 79.7 Z7,4 39,7 .016 Z8 .036 361 190
23 152 500 55 7_.7 23.Z 33.7 .Oil 19.5 .OZ5 375 215
Z4 61 Z00 78,4 11_.7 39,2 56,7 - 361 190
25 91 300 79.1 1_4,7 39.Z 56,7 - 363 195Z6 1ll 40_ 79.1 114.7 36.4 51.7 - 366 200
27 152 500 79.1 114.7 30.8 44.7 - 378 220
28 122 400 34.3 49.7 19,8 28.7 .010 16.5 .OZI 339 150
Z9 15Z 500 34.3 49.7 18.4 26.7 .006 11 .014 361 190
30 183 600 34.3 49,7 15.' ZZ,7 .003 5.5 ,007 388 140
31 122 400 55 79,7 25., 36.7 .016 27 .034 339 150
3Z 152 500 55.7 80,7 ZZ.( 32.7 .OIZ ZO .025 361 190
33 183 600 55 79,7 19.1 27.7 .007 IZ .0J5 3?2 245
34 122 400 77.7 112,7 34.3 49 7 .024 42 .054 366 ZOO
35 15Z 500 79,1 114,7 30,8 44.7 ,0|6 Z8 ,036 375 ZI5
36 183 600 79.1 114,7 23,9 34.7 ,Oil 19 .OZ4 399 260
37 1_2 400 103.2 149,7 42.6 61.7 .034 59.5 .076 366 ZOO
38 152 500 103,2 149,7 37.8 54.7 .0_5 43 .0_ 388 240
39 183 600 103.2 149.7 30.8 44.7 .013 23 ,029 399 260
40 61 ZOO 34.3 49.7 ZI.9 31.7 .013 23 .029 3,64 160
41 91 300 34.3 49.7 20.6 _9.7 .Oil 18.5 .024 358 185
4Z 122 400 34.3 49,7 19,8 28.7 .009 15 .oIq 368 Z05
43 152 500 34.3 49.7 18.4 26.7 .007 12 .o1_ _5 2_5
44 183 600 35 50.7 15.7 22.7 .003 6 .008 399 260
45 213 700 35 50,7 14,3 20.7 .001 "2.5 .003 418 315
46 61 200 55 79,7 3Z.Z 46.7 .0_3 40 .O_l 338 145
47 91 300 55 79,7 30,8 44.7 .020 34 .043 311 l_S
48 IZ2 400 55 79.7 ._8 40.7 .016 Z8 .036 358 185
49 15Z 500 55 79,7 24.6 35,7 .Oil 19.5 .ozs 388 240
SO 183 600 55 79.7 20.6 Z9,7 .00_ 11 .014 410 280
51 213 700 55 79,7 16,4 13.7 .OOZ 4 .OC_ 435 330
52 9! 300 77.7 112.7 39,2 56.7 .029 ,SO .064 361 190
53 Ill 400 78.4 113,7 36.7 51,7 .OZ5 44 .0_6 366 ZOO
54 ISZ 500 79.1 114,7 30.8 44.7 .oIq 33.5 .043 375 215
SS 183 600 79.1 114,7 25.3 36.7 .011 19 ,OZ4 394 250
56 Z13 700 79.1 114.7 21.9 31.7 .008 13.5 .017 420 300
57 IZZ 400 103.2 149.7 50,9 73.7 - -- 358 185
58 I_Z 500 103.l 149.7 4_.3 6_.7 .OZ9 50 ,0(,4 388 240
59 183 600 103.Z 149.7 35.7 51,7 .OZO 35 ,045 405 ZTO
60 Z13 700 103.2 149.7 25.8 41.7 ,013 Z3 .ozq 405 270
61 183 600 123.9 179.7 41.9 60.7 - - 382 230
62 213 700 123.9 179.7 34,3 49,7 .Olq 33 .042 394 250
63 183 600 148,2 214,7 47.4 6_.7 ,03_ 60 .076 382 _30
64 113 700 146.8 _lZ,7 81.6 74.7 - 399 _60
: .. ,
11
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Carbon-runner static diametral gaps showing the carbon wear
experienced after each test are listed in Table III.
It can be seen that the forward seal gap increased to 0. 1245 ,_ru_n
(0. 0049 in.) after test I, The aft seal did not change from the origi-
nal gap of 0. 1346 mm (0. 0053 in. ). These gape did not change again
: until test V, where further wear occurred.
Test LI values of airflow are high compared with those of the
other test runs. This disparity was attributed to a distorted aft seal
housing that was first used in this test• The distortion was due to a
hole driUed in the housing to lead out the thermocouple wires, which
raised a 0. 0127 mm (0. 0005 in. ) bump on the axial face that contacts
the carbon ring. The housing was lapped fiat for subsequent opera-
tion.
Data for tests Ill through V are presented in Figure 5. As a
" design guide, airflow versus pressure differential is plotted for
various operating gaps• The operating gaps were calculated at var-
ious speeds under the following assumptions:
o
I. Static gaps of 0. 132 mm (0. 0052 in. ) were assumed for
both seals.
2. The runner is treated as an unsupported thin ring.
i
3. The growth of the runner and the carbon-metal composite
due to temperature are equal•
4. The composite ring does not rotate.
Runner growth due to speed and the resulting operational gap
I at each speed point are listed in Table IV.
l
• I During test V, substantial carbon wear occurred (Table Ill),
"_ i This is why some points for the 0. 005 mm (0. 0002 in. ) and 0, 03 mm
" I (0.0012 in.) gaps trail off from the straight lines shown in Figure 5.
:"_"I'_! Wearwas to be expected at the 213 m/, (700 ft/sec) point, sincethe: '= calculated diametral operating gap closes to 0.005 mm (0. 0002 in. ).
ii The foUowingtraces weretakenaftereachtest:
I I. Carbon axial flatness and roughness
; o
• i 2. Casing axial flatness and roughness
i
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" TABLE 1II• ROTATING RING SEAL TEST RESULTS--COMPARISON
New I 1I III IV V
Fwd Carbon ID (ram) 73.29170 73.35520 73. 35520 73. 35774 73. 35774 73.43394
Fwd Runner OD (mm) 73. 23074 73.23074 73.22820 73.23074 73.23074 73.21804
DiametraI Gap (mm) .06096 .12446 .12700 .12700 .12700 .21590
Fwd Carbon XD (in.) 2.8855 2.8880 2.8880 2.8881 2.8881 2.8911
Fwd Runner OD (in.) Z. 8831 2.8831 2.8830 2. 8831 2, 8831 2:8826
Diametral Gap (in.) .0024 .0049 .0050 .0050 .0050 .0085
r
Aft Carbon ID (rnm) 73. 36028 73. 36028 73.36028 73.36028 73.37044 73. 39076
• Aft Runner OD (ram) 73.22566 73.22566 73,22312 73.22566 73.22566 73.22566
i Diametral Gap (ram) .13462 .13462 .13716 .13462 .14478 .16510
Aft Carbon ID (in.) Z. 8882 2.8882 2.8882 2.8882 Z. 8886 Z. 8894
Aft Runner OD (in.) 2. 8829 2.8829 2.8828 2.8829 2.8829 2.8829
Diametral Ga) (in.) .0053 .0053 .0054 .0053 .0057 .0065
I I
L
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Figure 5 • Airflow Through Two Rotating Ring Seals Versus Pressure
: Differential Between Air Side and Oil Side, Tests Ill
Through V.
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TABLE IV. OPERATING GAP AT SPEED
I i I i i
DiametraI inc tease Resu|ting Ope rating
.Speed of Runner OD Gap
[m/s) (ft/sec) (mrn) (in.) (ram) (in.)
0 0 0 0 .132 .0052
61 200 .01016 .0004 . 122 .0048
91 300 . 02032 .0008 .112 .0044
122 400 .04064 .0016 .091 .0036
152 500 . 06604 . 0026 . 056 . 0022
183 600 .09144 .0036 .030 .0012
213 700 . 12700 .0050 .005 .0002
I
15
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3. Runner roughness, waviness, and roundness
Inspection results of carbon flatness and roughness and runner
roughness, waviness, and roundness are listed in Table V. Casing
flatness, roughness and v.aviness did not change significantly during
the test program. Typical values were:
Casing flatness 7.6Z _trn (0:0003 in.)
Casing roughness 0. 127 _rn (5_in. AA)
Casing waviness I.27 _trn (0.00005 in.}
?
The carbon rings did not wear axiall_/throughoutthe test pro-
gram.
Charts showing the aft carbon axial sealing face condition fol-
lowing test V are shown in Figures 6 and 7. Forward runner con-
dition after test V is shown in Figures 8 and 9. Both the forward
and aft runners after testing are shown in Figure 10. Carbon de-
posits can be seen on the runners. Inspection revealed 0. 038 rnrn
(0. 0005 in.) wear cn the forward carbon.
Total oil flow to the oearing compartment was varied with
speed as follows:
; -Shaft Speed Oil Flow
rn/s ft/sec kg/hr lb/hr
61 200 48 106
91 300 75 166
122 400 95 210
• "_4 l_,R 500 11 5 254
i 183 600 142 314
t
• I 213 700 170 374
The bearing was fed by four 0.81 rnrn (0. 032 in. ) jets and .-
each seal runner was cooled by one 0.81 rnrn (0. 032 in.} jet. Oil-
in temperature was 366 K (200OF). MIL-L-23699 oil was used.
Runs 1 - 15 were of 30-rninute duration each. All succeeding
runs were of 15-minute duration.
1974020116-024
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TABLE V. ROTATING RING SEAL INSPECTION DATA
Test
l I II III IV V
Fwd Carbon
Flatness _m) 6.35 5.84 4.32 5.84 3.05
(in.) °00025 .00023 .00017 .00023 .00012 -
Roughness Ltm) .13 .18-. 20 .20-. 23 .15 .18-, 20
_in. AA) 5 7-8 8-9 6 7-8
Aft Carbon
Flatness _m) 2.54 9.39 2.54 3.05 22.35
(in.) .00010 .00037 .00010 .00012 .00088
Roughness _m) .15-. 18 .18 .13 .53
(_ in. AA) 6-7 7 5 21
Fwd Runner
/ Roundness _m) I. 27 3.05 2.54 13.96
I 0n, ) .00005 ,00012 .00010 .00055
i Roughness _ rn) .25-. 28 ,30-. 33 .25-. 28 .25 .25-. 28
_in. AA) I0-II 12-13 I0-II I0 I0-II
Waviness (urn) I.14 I.52 1.01 I.19
(in.) .000045 .000060 .000040 .00047
Aft Runner
•_-J_-_ Roundness _m) 5.58 8.88 5.08 2.54
(in.) .00022 .00035 .00020 .00010
• "'_' Roughness _ m) .25-. 28 .28-, 30 .25-. 28 .28-. 30 .30
: _tin. AA) I0-II 11-12 I0-II II-12 12
: Wavinesm _rn) 2, 04 I. 78 2.04 3.04
t-
(in,) . 000080 . 000070 . 000080 , 00011
II I I N_I J L . ] ?_1 Ill ' " ' " ]_1 I 11 I I _
]
]
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IFigure 6 . Aft Rotating Ring Seal--Flatness Trace of Axial Seal
Face of Carbon Ring After Test V.
i
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| Face of Carbon Ring After Test V.
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/Figure 9 . Forward Rotating Ring Seal--Trace of Runner
Roundness After Test V.
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. Circumferential Segmented Seal
De sign
The circumferential segmented seal (Figure II) is a carbon ring
consisting of three I20-degree segments held together by a garter suring
on the outside diameter. When the ring is installedon the runner,
clearance between the adjacent ends of the segments allows a limited
airflow into the bearing cavity. Design clearance, at each gap, is
0. 229/0. 305 mm (0.009/0.01Z in.). During operation, ifthe carbon J.
wears from shaft contact, the garter spring forces the segments radially
inward. When the clearance between the adjacent carbon segment ends _.
i is zero, the ends butt up and the carbon inside diameter no longer con- "_._
• tacts the runner. Approximately 0.127 mrn (0.005 in.) of radial carbon _
_ wear will cause this condition. The seal then operates as a close clear-
_ ance labyrinth. The minimum gap is formed at the maximum speed, i
pressare, and temperature conditions, where the runner is at its largest
diameter.
: I The circumferential segmented seal configurationused in the test
I program is shown in Figure II. Seal materials and criticaldimensions iare listed. Seal components are shown in Figure IZ, and the seal as-
! sernbly is shown in Figure 13.
t
,_ Test Results
t
: ! Five tests were conducted, each test covering a range of speeds
and air pressures at ambient temperatures. Table VI lists test condi-
tions and resulting airflows, bearing cavity pressures, and seal temp-
! eratures. Seal temperature was measured at the location shown in
! Figure II. Only the aft seal was temperature instrumented.
i Test I. - Disassembly of the seal following test I revealed that one :
forward seal carbon segment was cracked in two places. Itwas deter-
mined that the damage had ,_ccarred at assembly prior to testingwhen
! the forward seal was slipped over the runner. A larger lead-in chamfer
v:
_, on the forward runner was incorporated to correct the problem Thef *
airflows in test I are high as a result of the cracked carbon element,
;,_ Average radial wear on the carbon elements following test I was 0.0178
mm (0.0007 in.) on the forward seal and 0.010Z mm (0.0004 in.) on the
: _ aft s_al. The cracked forward seal was replaced.
: Z3
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1. GARTER SPRING AMS5698
3.1 H LOAD (0.7 liD)
2, ANTIROTATION PIN AMS 5610
3. CARBON SEGMENT HIGH*TEMPERATURE CARBON
4, RUNNER AMS 6382 FLAME SPRAY|D
,' WITH LCIC CHP.OMECARBIDE
: S. WAVE SPRING AIdS5542
16.9 N LOAD (3.8 ib)
" 6. SPACER AMS 5610
7. SEAL CASE AP,_S561G
Figure I I. Circumferential Segmented Seal. i
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¢TABLE V! . CIRCUMFERENTIAL SEGMENTED SEAL TEST DATA J"
Air Cavity Sia!
Speed Pressure Pressure Airflow (Two Sealt) Temp _rsturs
Run (m/s) (ftlsec)(N/cm z) (psia) (Nlcm ¢) (peis) (k'l Is) (scfm) (Ibt sec) (K) ('F)
1 61 ZOO 34.3 49.7 17.0 24.7 .006 iO .013 378 220 }
Z 91 300 34.3 49.7 17.0 Z4.7 .006 11 .014 405 270 I
61 200 55 79.7 19.8 28.7 .009 16 .0Zo 399 260
4 91 300 55 79.7 19.8 28.7 .009 15 .Olq 407 275
5 61 200 79.1 114.7 22.6 32.7 .013 ZZ.5 .0Z9 433 310
6 91 300 79.1 114.7 24.6 35.7 .013 22 .018 455 360 t
7 61 200 34.3 49.7 12.5 18.2 .002 3.4 .004 352 175 '
8 91 300 34.3 49.7 11.5 18._ .002 3.3 .004 389 240
9 122 400 34.3 49.7 12.9 18.7 .OOZ 3.2 .004 407 275
10 61 200 55 79.7 12.9 18.7 .003 5.9 .008 383 230
11 91 300 55 79.7 12.9 18.7 .003 5.9 .008 408 285
12 122 400 55 79.7 13.6 19.7 .003 5.6 .C07 425 305 !
13 61 200 79.1 114.7 28.8 41.7 .035 60 .07,, 405 270 i
14 91 300 79.1 114.7 34.3 49.7 .034 58 .074 410 280
15 122 400 79.1 114.7 34.3 49.7 .033 57 .07_ 425 305 !
16 61 200 34.3 49.7 11.9 17.2 003 4.0 .006 378 220 !
17 91 300 34.3 49.7 lZ.Z 17.7 003 4.4 .006 383 230
18 122 400 34.3 49.7 12.5 18.2 003 4.5 ._06 410 280
19 61 200 55 79.7 13.Z 19.2 004 7.5 .010 383 230
20 91 300 55 79.7 13.6 19.7 004 7.3 ,o09 415 285
21 122 400 55 79.7 14.3 20.7 004 7.5 .CIO 433 320
22 61 200 79.1 114.7 13.9 20.2 006 10.2 .013 422 300
23 91 300 79.1 114.7 15.0 21.7 006 10.5 .013 47Z 390
24 122 400 79.1 114.7 15.6 ZZ.7 006 10.7 .014 483 410
25 61 200 34.3 49.7 12.9 18.7 003 5.0 .006 385 230
26 91 300 34,3 49.7 13.2 19.2 003 4.7 .006 399 260
27 122 400 34.3 49.7 13.2 19.2 003 5.0 .006 415 285
28 152 500 34.3 49.7 13.6 19.7 003 4.8 .006 433 320
29 61 200 55 79.7 13.2 19.2 004 7.5 .010 399 260
30 91 300 55 79.7 13.6 19.7 004 7.4 .00o 416 290
31 1_2 400 55 79.7 14.3 20.7 004 7.3 .009 427 310
32 152 500 55 79.7 14.6 21.2 004 7.3 .0o9 444 340
33 61 200 76,3 110.7 13.9 20.2 005 9.3 .011 428 315
34 91 300 76.3 110 7 14.6 21.Z .006 9.7 .012 433 320
35 122 400 77,0 111.7 15.3 22.2 .006 9.8 ,OJZ 444 340
36 152 500 77.7 112.7 16.0 23.2 .006 13.0 .0_3 480 405
37 61 Z00 34.3 49.7 12.2 17.7 .uuZ 3 .004 -
38 122 400 _4.3 49.7 12.9 18.7 .002 3.2 ,004 -
39 152 500 34.3 49,7 12,9 18.7 .002 3.1 .004 .
40 183 600 34.3 4%? 13.6 19.7 .o0z 3.4 .004
41 152 500 55 79.7 13.9 ZO.Z .003 _.4 .0_7 -
42 183 600 55 79.7 14.3 20.7 .003 4.7 ,o06 -
43 122 400 79.1 114.7 17.4 ZS.Z .008 14.5 .o1_ -
44 152 500 79.1 114.7 19.8 28.7 .009 1_.0 .OLU -
45 183 600 79.1 114.7 19.8 28.7 .008 14.0 .01_ .
46 122 400 55 79.7 16.3 23.7 .005 S,4 .011 -
47 152 500 55 79.7 17.0 24.7 .005 9 .011
48 183 600 55 79.7 17.4 ZS.Z .005 8,4 .011
49 213 700 55 79.7 18.4 26.7 .004 7.7 .010
50 122 400 79.1 114.7 24.6 35.7 .01z 21,5 .027
51 152 500 79.1 114.7 22.6 37.7 .011 19 .024
52 183 600 79.1 114,7 24.0 35.7 .012 ZC .021
53 213 700 79.1 114.7 25.3 36.7 Oll 18,5 .024
54 152 500 103 149.7 46 66.7 030 52.5 .oc_
55 183 600 103 149.7" 36.3 51,7 ozo 35 .04_
56 213 700 103 149.7 39.7 57.7
57 183 600 55 79.7 3Z.Z 46.7 017 36 .03_
58 152 500 55 79.7 33.5 48.7 OLO 35 .04_
59 122 400 55 79.7 35.6 51.7 0ZS 43 .0_ _
60 91 300 55 79.7 37 53.7 02_ 48 .O_,l
61 61 200 55 79.7 37.7 54.7 029 50.5 .0_
62 61 200 34.3 49.7 _7.4 39.7 019 32.5 .041
63 91 300 34.3 49.7 27.4 39.7 0|6 28.5 .03(
64 122- 400 34.3 49.7 26.7 38.7 .014 24 .031
65 152 500 34.3 49.7 25.3 36.7 .Oil Zl ,027
66 183 600 34.3 49.7 24.6 35.7 .010 16,5 .0Z!
67 213 700 34.3 49.7 Z0.5 29.7 .006 10.2 .Ol?
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It Test H. o During run I3 of test H (see Table VI}, airflow was
noted to increase drastically. The test was aborted, and disassembly
revealed that an air leak had developed in the bearing package scavenge
line. The leak was repaired, and a static check was made with dummy
seals to ensure that no airflow entered the bearing cavity other than
through the shaft seals.
Test III. - Test HI data were consistent, and they were represent-
ative of circumferential segmented seals that are not worn out. Test HI
data for airflow through the seals versus the pressure differential be-
tween the air and oil sides for various speeds are shown in Figure 14.
It can be seen that speed does not affect the amount of airflow. Carbon
temperature versus pressure differential is shown in Figure 15.
Average radial carbon wear of 0. 005 mm (0. 0602 in. ) on both the
forward and aft seal was measured for test IIL
Test IV. - Prior to test IV, the temperature instrumentation on
• _ the aft seal was damaged, and new instrumentation was installed. Static
l checks revealed that reinstrumentation caused the seal to hang up and
allow large airflows, so the aft instrumented seal was replaced by a new
seal that was not instrumented.
Q
During run 43 of test IV, the airflow increased sharply. Upon
disassembly, the new aft seal was found to have worn out to 0.17 mm
(0.0067 in.) average radial wear, and ithad worn a O.025 mm (0.001
in.)groove in the runner. The forward seal average radial wear was
; 0.018 mm (0.0007 in.)in test IV. For further testing,the aft and for-
ward seals were shimmed so as to run on an unworn portion of the
runne r. -_
Test V. - The objective of test V was to wear out the forward seal
and obtain an airflow plot for both seals operating as labyrinths.
Measurements followingtest V revealed that the forward seal had
worn 0.150 mm (0.0059 in.) during testV and had a totalaverage radial
•_. wear of O.170mm (0.0069 in.). In test V the forward sealwore a
0.051 turn {0.002 in.) groove in the runner.
The aft seal wore an additional0.06 mm (0.0023 in.) and again
wore a 0.025 mm (0.O01 in.) groove in the runner.
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Figure 14. AiifLow Through Two Circumferential Segmented Seale
• Versus Pressure Differential Between Air Side and Oil
Side, Teet III.
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Figure 15. Circumferential Segmented Seal Temperature Versus Pres-
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Airflow versus pressure differential for te_t V is shown in
• Figure 16. The curves showing the least pressure differential reflect _
the two worn out seals as the airflow was speed sensitive. As the run-
ner grows with speed, the airflow decreases. The upper points reflect
data taken early in the test before the forward seal wore out. i|
The following traces were taken after each test: i
1. Casing axial flatness, roughness, and waviness i
2. Runner roughness, waviness, and roundness
Inspection results of runner roundness, roughness, and waviness
are listed in Table VII. Casing flatness, roughness, and waviness did
not change significantly during the test program. Typical v_lues were:
Casing flatness 50.8 urn (0.002 in.) i
Casing roughness 0. 304 urn (IZ t_in. AA) 1
Casing waviness 5.08 !_rn (0.00G2 in. )
• A chart showing the condition of the forward runner after test V
is presented in Figure 17. Runner runout was measured at assembly
and was found to be 0.015 rrun (0. 0006 in. ) on the forward runner and
0.038 rnrn (0.0015 in.} on the aft runneJ.
Total oil flow to the bearing compartment was varied w_h speed
a s follow s:
Shaft Speed Oil Flow
rn/s ft/sec _ lb/h..___/
.._
61 Z00 48 105
91 300 75 166
122 4OO 95 210
152 500 I15 254
183 _00 142 314
213 700 170 374
The bearing was fed by four 0.81 mrn (0. 032 in. ) jets and each
seal runner was cooled by one 0.81 rnrn (0. 032 in.) jet. Oil-in temper-
ature was 366 K (Z00°F). MIL-L-Z3699 oil was used.
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TABLE VII. CIRCUMFERENTIAL SEGMENTED SEAL INSPECTION DATA
After Test
New I Ii Ill I'_ V'
Fwd Runner
Roundnes_ rum) 2.54 2. $4 2. 54 2. 54 Z. 54 50, 8
(in.) .O00l .0001 .O001 .0001 .0001 .002
Roughness (um) , 381 , 15 . 1_ . 18 . 51
{uin.AA) 16 15 6 6 7 20
Waviness _ m) 2, 54 2.54 2. 54 . I 3 . 18 50.8
,'in. } ,0001 .0001 .0001 .00005 ,00007 .002
Aft Runner
Roundness {urn) 1. Z7 1.01 5, 08 J. 81 3.04 Z, 80
(in.) 00005 .00004 ,CO02 .00015 ,0012 .0011
• 08 .41 .18Roughness (urn) . 36 . 30 , 15
(uin. AA) 14 12 6 3 16 7
Waviness (Um) 2, 54 Z, 54 51 15 24.2 25, 4
(in.) .0001 .0001 .00d02 .00006 .00095 .0hl I,
-7 / I i / / I '/ -'-_ I /i ' A
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Figure 17. Forward Circumferential Segmented Seai Runner--
Trace of Contact Area After "_'est V.
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Runs 1-1S were of 30 minutes auration each. All succeeding runs
were of 1 5 minutes duration.
Conventional Face Seal
De sig n
The conventional face seal design is shown in Figure 18. Seal
materials and critical dimensions are listed. The primary ring {carbon)
is pressure balanced with an area ratio of 0.645. Pressure balancing
is also applied to the secondary carbon piston ring seal both axially
and radially. A chronium carbide flame spray is applied to the seal
seat. The seal was a_bembled with a 3.0Z N (6.8 Ib) spring force,
which results in an interfacepressure of 67 N/cm z {9.7 psi).
Test Results
Five tests were conducted,each test covering a range of speeds
and air pressures at ambient temperatures. Test conditions and re-
sultingairflows, bearing cavity, pressures, and seal temperatures
are listedin Table VIII. Each run was of 15 minutes duration. Seal
temperature was measured at the location shown in Figure 18. Only
the aft seal was temperature instrumented.
Airflow through two seals versus the pressure differentialbe-
tween the air side and oilside is shown in Figure 19. Airflow values
varied from testto test, particularlyat the higher pressures. Within
each test, airflow decreased with increasing speed at any externalatr
pressure setting.
Face seal carbon nose wear was minimal throughout the test pro-
gram: 0.0051 _nm (0.000Z in.) on the forward seal and 0.0102 mm
(0.0004in.) on the aft seal. This wear and the fact that the tempera-
ture did not exceed 37Z K (Zl0°F) indicate the seals were operating on
an air film.
: The following traces were taken after each test:
I. Primary ring {carbon) flatness, roughness, and waviness
Z. Seat flatness, roughness, and waviness
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#' _1 18.999 _ .748 ]
AIR
'°' t L.m.o78.257 79.959
c3._1,n)_ (2"952.) 13.-:_"
1. SEAL CASE AMS 5610
2. SEAT AMS 6382 FLAME SPRAYED
WITH LCIC CHROME CARBIDE
COATING
3. PRIMARY RING HIGH-TEMPERATURE CARBON
4. WAVE SPRING A/vIS5542
5. SECONDARY SEAL HIGH-TEMPERATURE CARBON
6. GARTER SPRING AMS5698
I
2.21 N LOAD (.5 Ib)
7. ANTIROTATION PIN AMS5610
8. WAVE SPRING AMS5542
TOTAL WAVE SPRING LOAD
31.1 N (7 Ib)
Figure 18. Conventional Face Seal :,
i
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TABLE VIII. CONVENTIONAL FACE SEAL T"ST DATA
A: • Ca vlty ._al
Speed Presstlre Pre|lure Airflow l lwo SIlall} T_t_ratuL, e
-;'eat Run (m/|l{ft/s,-cJ (N/cm') (ps:al (NlcmZ} {pslJI (kslsl (ecfml fib/see1 (IO (°F)
I 1 o5 214 34.3 49.7 t2.2 17.7 .001 2. J .003 322 120
2 126 414 35 50.7 12.S 18.2 .001 2 3 .003 3_8 185
3 162 532 34.3 49.7 12.5 18.2 .001 2.3 .003 303 195
4 *_5 214 55 79.7 15.7 22.7 .004 7 .009 330 135
5 07 318 _'; 7Q.7 I__ Z!.._ ._n4 _.£ ._.o 347 :65
b 65 >14 77.7 112.7 18.8 27.2 .009 15.0 .0t _ 3SO 170
7 97 318 77 Ill.7 19.5 28.2 .008 13.0 .ul- 357 180
II 8 _1 200 34.3 49.7 II.9 !7.2 .001 1.7 .002 _'44 160
9 91 300 34.3 49.7 II.9 17.2 .001 1.7 .002 357 180
I0 122 400 34.3 49.7 12.2 17.7 .001 1.7 .002 372 Zl0
11 152 54)0 34.3 49.7 12.2 17.7 - - * 366 200
12 61 200 55 79.7 12.5 18.2 ,002 4.3 .005 318 110
13 91 300 55 7r_.7 12.5 18 Z .002 3.7 .005 339 150
14 I2Y 400 55 79.7 12.9 18.7 .OOZ 3.5 .004 350 170
15 '52 500 55 79.7 .2.9 8.7 .002 3.3 .004 361 190
lb 61 ZOO 79.1 114.7 lb.l L3.2 .OOb 11 .lit4 350 170
17 91 300 79.1 114.7 16,3 `)_.7 .006 lO .01_ 350 170
18 1`32 400 79.1 114.7 16.3 23.7 .005 q .olI 357 180
1o 152 500 79. t 114.7 16.1 23.2 .OOS 8 .:lJo 363 195
20 61 200 103 14o,7 19.4 28.2 . _1¢3 18 .OZI 362 175
21 91 300 103 149.7 ').8 28.7 .009 15 .01 c_ 358 185
22 122 400 105 149.7 19.4 28.`) .008 14 ._18 2.6b ZOO
23 152 500 103 149.7 18.8 27.2 .007 12.S .01, 372 210
III 24 91 300 79.1 114.7 17.7 :'5.7 .007 12.5 .,_, 350 170
25 122 400 7_ I 114.7 18.1 26._. .007 12 . "JI :, 363 195
26 I52 500 79.1 114.7 17 24.7 .006 I0 .013 394 250
27 91 300 103 149-7 21.5 31.2 .011 .9 ._324 383 230
28 122 400 103 149.7 21.8 31.7 .olo 17.5 .nZZ 350 170
29 152 500 103 149.7 20.6 29.7 .ot, s 14.5 ._IS 366 200
30 91 300 123.9 179.7 23.9 34.7 .ql; 24 .u,! 352 175
3' 122 400 123.9 179.7 25.3 36.7 .31 :, 23 . _2_ 333 140
32: 152 500 123.9 179.7 23.9 34.7 ._,1 [ 19 ..;_4 344 160
33 91 300 148.2 214.7 28.8 41,7 .017 30 .,)_8 347 165
34 lZ`) 400 148.2 214. 7 27.4 39.7 .01" 26 ." "_ 330 135
35 152 500 148.2 `314.7 30.8 44.7 .01- Zo . 31- 340 155
36 122 400 148.`) 214.7 31.6 45.7 .Ol _ 32.5 .J)4l 3_3 140
37 91 300 148.L ?-14.7 30.2 43.7 018 31.5 .04', 306 9G
38 61 ZOO 148.2 214.7 30.2 43.7 .OTq 33.5 .04:, 303 85
39 61 200 12:3.9 179.7 26.7 3C.7 .016 27 .o34 30_ 90
40 91 300 123.9 179.7 27.4 39.7 .01, 27._ . 11._ 312 100
41 12Z 400 ,23.9 179.7 26.7 38.7 .014 24.5 .0;! 322 120
42 152 500 123.9 179.7 27.4 37.7 . C,I`) 21.5 .o27 333 140
IV 43 91 300 77.7 112.7 19.5 28.2 .OOq 14.5 -_
44 122 400 79.1 114.7 19.8 28.7 .008 14 .OlS
45 152 500 79.1 114.7 19.8 28.7 .008 13 .;_7
46 183 600 79.1 114.7 19.8 28.7 .008 13 .(JI7
47 91 300 103 149.7 23.7 34.7 .O: _ 23 .0`)_
48 122 400 103 149.7 23.7 34.7 .OIL 21 .0;7
49 15`) 500 103 149.7 23.7 34.7 .01] 19 . h.:.4
50 183 600 103 149.7 23.7 34.7 .010 17 .022
51 91 30C i23.9 ;79.7 28.1 40.7 .l,l_ 30.5 .0_,
52 127. 400 123.9 179.7 28.1 40.7 .c,.7 30 .h_8
53 152 500 123. ¢_' 179.7 28.1 40.7 ._1 = 26.5 ._;_4
r'.4 183 600 123.9 179.7 28.1 40.7 .014 23,5 .I)_n
55 91 300 148.2 214.7 34,3 49.7 .r)2_ 3_. ._0
St) 122 400 148.2 214.7 33, o 48.7 .O`)l 35.5 . ."4 :"
57 152 500 148.2 214.7 3`).9 47.7 ._1 q 33 ._4"
58 183 600 148.2 21_1.7 32,2 46.7 .IH7 29.5 . ,'__
V 59 122 400 77 111.7 17.7 25.7 .007 12 '21:'
60 15L 500 79.1 114.7 18.4 26.7 .007 12 oi:,
• . 61 183 600 79.1 114.7 17.7 25.7 .oo:, 9.5 oi-"
a - , 62 213 700 79. I 114.7 19.8 28.7 .006 10.5 nl •
_3 122 400 103 149.7 23.9 34.7 ."1_ 21.5 ._'-
64 152 _00 IbJ 149.7 23.2 33.7 .CH( 18 02_
• 65 183 600 103 149.7 21.2 30.7 ,008 14 i)lS
66 713 700 103 149.7 23.9 34.7 .010 1o. 5 (_,')
67 122 400 123.9 179.7 31.6 45.7 .n2o 34.5 044
68 152 500 123.9 179.7 31.6 45.7 .UI7 30 .O;.q
b9 183 6l_0 123.9 179.7 28.8 41.7 . c31 :, 26 ._
70 213 700 123.9 179.7 29.5 42.7 .014 24 .0_1
71 122 400 148.2 ,_14.7 36.4 52.7 .02 _, 43 .0_
72 152 500 148.2 214.7 35 50.7 .023 39 .0_
73 183 603 148.2 214.7 34.3 49.7 .071 35.5 ,04_
74 213 700 148.2 214.7 30.8 44.7 .oIt, 27.5 ._U_
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Surface texture measurements before and after the test program
are shown in Table IX.
Seal components after testing are shown in Figure Z0. Total oil
flow to the bearing compartmez:t was varied with speed as follows:
Shaft Speed Oil Flow
m/.___s ft/sec kg/hr Ib/hr
61 ZOO 45 I00
91 300 68 150
122 400 89 195
152 500 114 250
183 600 136 300
Z13 700 161 355
The bearing v.a..ted by four 0. gl turn (0.032 in. ) jets, and each
seal face plate was cooled by one 0.81 mm (0.03Z in.) jet. Oil-in tem-
perature was 366 K (Z00OF). MIL-L-Z3699 oil was used.
Traces of component surface texture following testing are shown
in Figures 21 and ZZ.
Labyrinth Seal i
An analytical evaluation was made of a labyrinth seal that could
be compared with the experimental results of the conventional and self-
acting seals. Labyrinth geometry was chosen that would fit into the
envelope of the test seals. The labyrinth seal is shown in Figure 25.
The method used to calculate airflow is that of Reference 11. The
bearing cavity pressure versus airflow relationship, which is known
from the experimental program, is presented in Figure 24. This re-
lationship is used in the leakage analysis. The airflow through two
labyrinth seals versus pressure differential from the air side to the oil
side is shown in Figure Z5. Airflow through two seals is used for ease
of comparisozt with alrflow from the test rig programs, in which two
seals were incorporated flanking the bearing cavity to simulate an
engine installation. Airflow is calculated for several different diame-
tral operating gaps at 294 K (70 aF) air temperature.
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TABLE IX. CONVENTIONAL FACE SEAL SURFACE TEXTURE MEASUREMENTS
• New After Test i
Fwd Carbon i
Flatness (url) .381 2, 54
(in.) . 000015 . 0001 i
Roughness _um) .381 .280
(u in. AA) 15 II :
I i
Waviness _tm) - I. 02 !
{in. - .00004 i
]
Aft Carbon 1
._ Flatness kl rn) 2.54 7.62 !
(in.) .0001 .0003 !
Roughness (u m) .381 .127
_t in. AA) 15 5
Wavi'ness (urn) 2.28 .51
(in.) .00009 .00002
F_vd Seat
Flatness _m) .254 I. 52
(in.) .00001 .00006
; Roughnebs _ m) .051 ,280
in. AA) 2 I I
Waviness _m) .254 I. ?8
(in.) .0000l .00007
Aft Seat
Flatness {urn) I. 78 I. 27
(in.) .00007 .00005
11oughness _Um) .025 .203
_t in, AA) I 8
Waviness _m) ,254 I. 02
(in.) .00001 .00004
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Figure 21. Conventional Face Seal Seat Trace of Roughness and
Wavinesr_ .After Test. _l
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Figure 23. Labyrinth Geometry.
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Airflow
• Figure 25. Airflow Through Two LabyrLnth Seals Versus
Pressure Differential.
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Self-Acting Face Seal t
Design
The self-actingface seal used in the test program is shown in
Figure Z6. Itis similar to a conventional face seal with the addition
of the self-actinggeometry for liftaugmentatiou.
The primary sealing interface consists of the rotating face plate,
! which is keyed to the shaft, and the nonrotating primary ring
: a ssembly, which is free to move in an axial direction, thus accommo-
dating axial motions due to thermal expansion. Axial springs provide
the mechahical force that maintains contact between the seat
andprimary ring at shutdown. Initially the seal incorporated 16 springs
producing an axial lc.Q of 58 N (13 Ib). The secondary seal is a carbon
piston ring, which is subjected only to the axial motion of the carrier
assembly.
Great care is taken to ensure flatness of the sealing surfaces.
The seat is keyed to the shaft spacer and ks axially clamped by
a machined bellows which minimizes distortion of the seat since
the major part of the clamping force goes through "he _h__ft sp-_cers.
The bellows also acts as a static seal between the seat arid the
shaft spacer. Cooling oil is passed through the s_at to reduce
thermal gradients, ar.d the oil dam disc also serves as a heat shield.
Windbacks are used to prevent contaminants from approaching the
sealing surfaces.
In operation, the sealing faces are separated sllghtly, in the
order of 0. 00508 mm (0. 0002 in.}, by action of the self-acting lift
geometry. This positive separation results from the balance of seal
forces and the gas film stiffness of the self-acting geometry. The
primary ring carbon face with the lift pads is shown in Figure 27.
_-- @.
(
To determine film thickness and air leakage in a self-acting facer
seal, the axial forces acting on the primary ring assembly mustbe determined for each operating condition. These forces comprise
the self-acting lift force, the spring force, and the pneumatic forces
I due to the sealed pressure. Essentially the analysis requires finding
the film thickness for which the opening forces balance the closing
forces. When thisequilibrium film thickn=ss i_ known, the leakage
rate can be calculated. Referetces 3 through 9 detailthe design
procedure.
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, Test Results
Testing of the self-acting face seal was accomplished in three
phases. First, evah_a_ion tests were conducted at ambient tempera-
ture over a r,-nge of speeds and air pressures. During the evaluation
testing and iuitialendurance testing, failure modes were uncovered.
A second series of tests ,xas conducted at elevated temperatures to
investigate seal faileres. Finally, 150 hours of endurance operation
were accomplished.
Initially, seven evaluation tests were conducted, each test
covering a range of speeds and air pressures. Operating conditions
fo," the first three tests are documented in Table X. It was found that|
there were air leaks into the rig during the first three tests, and
therefore the seal air leakages recorded were erroneous. Inspection
following test I revealed no measurable wear of the carbon ring
nor of the rotating seat. The carbon ring of both seals
wore approximately 0.0025 mm (0. 0001 in. } during test II. Durin_
test III, the aft seal wore an additional 0. 0050 mm (0. 000Z in. ) while
the forward carbon remained the same. The seal spring force had
been set at 58 N (13 lb). In view of the wear that occurred, the spring
force was reset at 4Z N (9. 5 lb) by reducing the number of coil springs.
Rig air leakage was corrected and four more tests were con-
ducted. Test conditions and resulting airflows, bearing cavity pres-
sules, and seal temperatures are listed in Table XI. Only the aft
seal was temperature instrumented with a thermocouple implanted
close to the sealing nose (Figure 26). Each run of tests Ire VIwas
15minutes. Test VII points were held for 5 minute_.
Neither the forward nor the aft carbon ring or seat wore
during tests IV and V. During test VI, at each pressure setting as
the speed was increased above Z03 m/s (660 ft/sec), it was noted 'hat
the aft seal temperature rose rapidly indicating that the carbon was
contacting the runner. After the test it was found that the aft seal lift
pads were almost worn out. The forward seal had not worn. The
seal carbon rings and seats are shown in Figure 28.
A new aft seal was used for test VII.
Data taken during tests IV to VII were consistent for each test;
however, there was some scatter from test to test. Airflow and seal
temperature data for test V, which was typical, are shown in Figures
29 and 30.
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TABLE X. SELF-ACTING FACE SEAL TEST DATA {TESTS I - IH)
Speed Air Press_re Time
I Test Run (m/s) (ft/sec) (N/cm Z) (',sial {rain)
T
I 1 91 300 34.3 49.7 15
2 122 400 34.3 49.7 15
3 91 300 55.0 79.7 15
4 122 400 55.0 79.7 15
5 91 300 79.1 114.7 15
6 122 400 7° I II4.7 15
7 91 300 34°3 49.7 15
8 122 400 34.3 49.7 15
9 91 300 55.0 79.7 15
I0 IZZ 400 55.0 79.7 15
II 91 300 77.7 112.7 15
12 122 400 73.5 106.7 15
13 91 300 34.3 49.7 15
14 lZZ 400 34.3 49.7 15
15 15Z 500 34.3 49.7 15
16 91 300 51.6 74.7 15
17 122 400 54.2 78.7 15
18 15Z 500 55.0 79.7 15
19 91 300 78.3 113.7 15
20 122 400 79.1 114.7 15
7, 15Z 500 79.1 114.7 15
_2 91 300 103.0 149.7 15
23 122 400 103.0 149.7 15
Z4 152 500 103.0 149.7 15
111 25 9i 300 34.3 49.7 15
26 12Z 400 34.3 49.7 15
Z7 152 500 34.3 49.7 15
28 91 300 55.0 79.7 i5
Z9 IZZ 400 55.0 79.7 15
"_-, 30 152 500 55.0 79.7 15
3! 91 300 103.0 149.7 15
32 IZZ 400 103.0 149.7 15
33 152 500 103.0 149.7 15
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Figure 28. Forward (Top) and Aft (Bottom) Self-Acting Seal Components
After Test VI.
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Figure 29. Airflow Through Two Self-Acting Face Seals Versus
;" Pressure Differential at Various Speeds (Test V).
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Differential at Various Speeds (Test V).
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, 1
I . FoUowJng each test a visual and analytical inspection was
performed on the primary ring (carbon) and the seat. Seats were
traced for roughness and waviness. Flatness of the assembled
seats damped in place on the shaft was measured to be 0. 0013 mm
(0. 000050 in. ) on the forward seat and 0. 0019 mm (0.000075 in. )
I on the aft seat. The forward seat roughness was 0. 1016 mm (4 AA)
and waviness was 0. Z54 mm (0. 00001 in. ) throughout the six tests.
The aft seat roughness was 0. 0762 mm (3 ._ _ through test V and
increased to 0. Z794 mm (II AA) during tes_ VI. Waviness was
0. 254 mm (0. 0001 in. ) through test V and increased to I. 524 mm
(0. 0006 in. ) during test VI. The I. 524 mm (0.0096 in. ) is actuaKy
seat wear.
Measurement charts showing seat surface texture before
testing and after test VI are presented in Figures 31 through 34.
i
The depth of the lift pads on the primary ring (carbon) was
measured by taking aproficorder trace across the face. Traces of
sealing faces of the forward and aft seals prior to testing are shown in
Figure 35. Only one pad is depicted. Traces of four of twelve pads
were taken before and after each test. The original lift pad depths
varied from 0. 0153 mm (0. 00065 in.) to 0. 0203 mm (0. 0008Z in. ) on
the forward seal. The lift pads on the aft seal were originally all
0.0Z5 mm (0. 0010 in. ) Traces of the lift pads after test VI are shown
in Figure 36.
Total oil flow to the bearing compartment was varied with speed
as follows:
Shaft Speed Oil Flow
m/ms ft/sec k_h.._. Ib/h.....r
._..,. 61 200 54 120
91 300 81 180
122 400 108 240
"" 152 500 136 300
183 600 16Z 360
213 700 189 4Z0
The bearing was fed by eight 0.81 mm (0.03Z in.) jets and each
seal face plate cooled by one 0.81 mm (0.032 in.)jet. Oil-in tempera-
ture was 366 K (200°F). MIL-L-Z3699 oilwas used.
i
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: Figure 3,. Aft Self-Acting Face Seal Seat Trace of Roughness
a.ld Waviness Before Test.
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f Figure 32. Aft Sell-Acting Face Seal beat Trace of Roughness
and Waviness After Test VL
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Immediately after test VII. without a teardown, an attennpt was
made to conduct endurance testing. A tentative 5-hour cycle had been
set as follows:
Time
_ Speod Air Pressure A;.r T,:mperature at Point
t:oint m/s ft/sec N/cm ? asia _._F °F h._r
1 al _-n _ 3 "" 7 "'8 400 1
g 122 400 55.0 79.7 478 400 1
3 152 500 103.0 145.7 590 600 1
4 183 600 123.9 179.7 700 800 1
5 Z03 660 148.2 214.7 812 1000 1
Points 1 and 2 v, ere completed withcut incident, but 3/4 hour
into point 3 the aft seal failed. The first indication of distress was
smoke, and then seal temperature and bearing cavity pressure rose
rapidly while rig speed decreased. The carbon lift pads had completely
worn out and the seat was found to be bu'nt and distorted. The aft
seal after the failure is shown in Figure 37. The forward seal had not
worn during _he endurance run. Test results during the endurance run
are listed in Table XII.
Because two failures bad occurred on the aft seal, it was de-
cided to continue endurance testing with a conventional face seal in the
aft position. The original self-acting face seal was still in the forward
position.
Operation continued with 1/2 hour at points 1 and 2. An hour
of operation at point 3 was completed and point 4 had been set when the
forward self-act, g face seal failed. Again, failure was characterized
by a decrease in rig speed and a rapid increase in seal temperature.
Inspection revealed that the lift pads had _ orn out and that the seat was
burnt. Test results during the endurance run are listed in Table XIII.
Note that airflows and cavity pressures are higher because of the use
of the conventional seal in the aft position.
" " Inslaection of the carbon nose reve" led a taper of 0.0508 mm
(0.0020 in.) from the outside diameter to the inside diameter, indicat-
ing the failuro was associated with the,'rnal distortion of the seat.
The face of the seat closest to the hot air expands faster than
the face exposed to the oil side. This differential expansion tends to
rotate the inside diameter of the seat toward the carbon sealing nose,
which results in contact at the inside diameter of the sealing interiace.
This seat-carbon contact gonerates additional heat, which causes in-
creasing distorticn and further contact, heavier at the inside diameter.
(,2
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Figure 37. Self-Actin_ Aft Seal Showing Condition After Failure.
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The final result is seal failure and the characteristic tapered wear.
To alleviatc this problern, more oil flow was provided to coot
the seat. Also, the spring force was reduced from 4? N (9. 5 Ib) to
3i N (7 lb).
A series of seven evaluation tests was then conducted as follows:
Air Total Package Time at
Speed Air Pressure Temperature Oil Flow Point
Test m/s ft/sec N/cra Z psia __K o.._F k___/hr Ib/hr h__r
A 152 500 103. Z 149.7 366 200 159 350 2.5
B 1 52 500 103.2 149.7 478 400 Z27 500 Z. 6
C 1 52. 500 103.2. 149.7 589 600 Z50 550 3.0
" D 1 52. 500 103.2. 149.7 589 500 2.50 550 1.5
E 183 600 12.3.9 179.7 478 400 2.95 650 3.0
F 183 600 12.3.9" 179.7 589 500 295 650 3.0
G 183 600 12.3.9 i't9.7 645 675 2.95 650 2.5
These tests were conducted with a self-acting fzce seal in the
forward rig position and a conventional face seal in the aft postion.
During test B, airflow and cavity pressure readings were
erratic, and package oil How was increased to ZZ7 kg/hr (500 Ib/hr). "
During test C oil flow was increased again to 250 kg/hr (550 Ib/hr).
For tests A and B the bearing and package incorporated
eight 0.81 rnrrt (0.03Z in.) jets, six to the bearing and one to each of
the seal runners. Therefore, 1/8 of the total package flow was for
seal cooling. Pricr to test C the rig was reworked with two bearing
jets plugged and an &dditional jet opened to each seal runner. There-
fore, from test C on, I/4 of the tctal package flow was directed to
the seal seat for cooling.
Test results for test G are listed in Table X. There was a
normal shudown after the last point shown in Table XIV. At the next
startup, bearing cavity pressure and air leakage were excessively high.
Teardown revealed that the self-acting pads had worn out and the run-
ner was bqrnt and discolored. The carbon face was worn on a 0.02.5 to
O. 050 ram (0. 001 to O. 002. in. ) taper from the outside diameter to the
inside diameter, again indicating that thermal distortion of the face
plate caused initialcontact at the inside diameter, i
IScrne slight carbon wear occurred after each test. Average
wear of four pads measured following each test is listed in Table XV. i
j,
t
"
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TABLE XlV. EVALUATION TEST G RESULTS, SELF-ACTING SEAL
Speed 183 m/s (600 ft/.¢oc)
Oil Flow 645 kg/hr (700 lb/hr)
Air Pressure 123.9 N/cm z (179.7 .nsia)
Time at Each Point 15 minutes
Seal Air
Cavity Pressure Airflow _Temperature Temperature
(N/cm2) (psia) (kg/s) (scfm) (lb/sec) (I.) (*F) (K) ("F)
37.8 _4.7 .015 Z(>. 5 .034 500 440 6Z3 6_0
37.0 _3.7 .014 24.5 .03l 511 460 631 675
37.8 34.7 .014 24.5 .03l 524 484 6Z3 660
37.8 54.7 .0!5 36.0 .033 326 486 609 636
38.4 55.7 .0l" 2"_. "_ .032 522 480
38.4 55.7 .015 25._ .032 512 462
38.4 55.7 .015 25.5 .032 513 464
37.8 54.7 .015 25.5 .03? 518 474
38.4 55.7 .01 5 Z6. 5 .034 527 488
38.4 55.7 .015 ?.6.5 .034 5Z6 486
TABLE ._V. AVERAGE CARBON WEAR, SELF-ACTING SEAL
, . " : , " m-- --
Avg. Depth of Pockets Avg, Wear
Test (ram) (in.) (mm) (in.) :
New .0224 .000854 -
A . 0192 . 000755 . 0033 . 000129
B , 0186 . 000731 . 0006 . 000024
C . 0164 . 000644 . 0022 . 000087
D&E .0170 .000668 -
F . 0157 . 000618 . 0013 . 000050
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It was deciaed to continue endurance operation at reduced air
= temperatures to the following schedule:
Air
Speed Air Pressure Temperature Oil Flow Time
Poin._t m/...._s ft/_ ae'c N/c_ Z psia K oF" _hr lb/hr h=Er
I 91 300 34.3 49.7 366 200 136 300 .5
Z 122 400 55.0 79.7 366 ZOO 182 400 .5
3 152 500 103. Z 149.7 478 400 250 550 . S
4 183 600 123. 9 179.7 589 500 295 650 4
5 152 500 103. 2 149. 7 478 400 250 550 . 5 :
6 122 400 55.0 79.9 366 200 182 400 . 5
7 91 300 34.3 49.7 366 ZOO 136 300 .5
i
I
Self-acting face seals were installed in tb, e forward and aft ,
positions• Points 1 and Z-were completed, but as rig speed approached
15Z m/s {500 ft/sec), a failure cf the aft seal occurred. Inspection
revealed the lift pads were completely worn out, Carbon face wear
varied from 0. 051 to 0, IZ7 rnrn (0.00_ to 0. 005 in.). The forward seal
carbon had worn approximately 0. 0051 mm (0. 0002 in. ), Data taken
are listed in Table XVI.
A conventional face seal was instaUed in the aft position and #_
testing was conttmued. As shown in Table XVL tsst points 1 through 4
had been run when cavity pressure, seal temperature, and a_rflow
readings started to fluctuate. The rig was disassembled and the --If-
acting _eal was inspected• The seal was in good condition with no
mez_sureable wear,
Testing continued with oil flow increased 45.4 kg/hr (100 Ib/hr)
at _tch point. During test cycle point 4 the self-acting seal contacted
the face plate. This occurrence was indicated by a reduction in rig
speed arid a raoid increase in seal temperature. The rig was shut
j down and restarted. Readings indicated that the seal had failed and
i was operating as a labyrinth• Disassembly confirmed this conclusion.
I The forward lift pads were completely worn out.
The test program to this point had indicated that thermal distor- *_
tion of the face plate combined with dynamic effects rest_Itedin failure
t of the self-acting seals.
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TABLE XVI. CONTINUED ENDURANCE TEST RESULTS. SELF-ACTING SEAL . i,
i
Test Aft Seal
Cycle Time Cavity Pressure _irflow (Twe Sea.s) Temperature
Point m in (N/cm 2) (psia) (ks/s) (scfm) (Ib/sec) (K) (*F)
1 15 12.9 18,7 .0006 1.0 .0013 363 194
1 15 12.9 18.7 .0006 !.0 .0013 363 194
2 15 13.6 19.7 .0C09 1.5 .0019 373 211
2 15 13.9 20.2 .0010 1.8 .0023 378 7.20 "_
Aft Seal Failure ;l
Testing Continued With Conventional Seal in Aft Position
Fv:d Seal
> Temperatur e !
1 1 5 13.9 20.2 .0013 2. 3 .0029 3.68 204 ._
1 15 13.9 Z0..Z .0013 2.2 .0028 370 205
2 15 16.4 23.7 .0026 4.6 .0059 381 226
2 15 16.4 23.7 .0028 4.8 .0061 382 228
3 15 23.2 33.7 .0064 11.0 .0140 409 276
3 15 23.2 33.7 .0066 !1. 5 .0147 424 304
4 15 30.8 44.7 .0121 21.0 .0268 472 390
4 15 35.7 51.7 .0159 27.5 .0350 474 394
4 15 35.7 51.7 .0144 25.0 .0320 498 437 •
4 15 Reading Fluctuations
Teardown
! 15 14.6 21.2 .0013 2.4 .0031 371 208
:. 1 15 15.0 21.7 .0016 2.7 .0034 371 208
2 1 5 17.0 24. 7 .0024 4.2 .0053 382 228
2 15 17.0 24.7 .0026 4.5 .0057 382 228
; : 3 15 24.6 35.7 .0066 11.5 .0146 410 279
3 15 26.7 38.7 .0078 13.5 .0172 430 314 '
4 15 33.6 48.7 .0116 20.0 ,0254 465 378
: _ 4 ! 5 35.7 51.7 . 01 33 23.0 .0293 499 438
"i 4 15 35.0 50.7 .0133 23.0 .0293 498 436
Shut Down
3 1 5 37.0 53.7 .01 56 27.0 .0344 455 360
t 3 1 5 41. Z 59.7 ,01 82 31. 5 ,0402 578 580
i 4 15 44.7 (4.7 .0231 40,0 ,0510 567 560
4 15 48.8 70.7 ,0231 40,0 .0510 565 558
t 4 1" 48.8 70.7 .0231 40.0 .0510 567 560
4 1 5 49.4 71.7 . 0231 40.0 . 0510 567 560 ,
_ .
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To further explore the operating limits of the existing seals,
• 150 hours of endurance operation at ambient temperature was conducted .
_ as follows:
Speed Air Pressure Time
mls ftlsec N/cm _ _ _h'_"_-'-
102 334 103 149. 7 28
122 400 1C., 149. 7 22
137 450 103 149. 7 65
145 475 103 149. 7 ZO
145 475 124 179. 7 15
Air temperature varied throughout the test but was generally
from 372 to 408 K (200 to 275"F).
Test results are :isted in Table XVIL Initially airflows were
! somewhat higher than in the evaluation testing performed previously,
due probably to the lower spring force, 31 N (7 Ib). After the 1O0-hour
tear,own, however, airflow increased significantly for no apparent
reason. Teardown inspection revealed that an air leak had developed
in the scavenge line. The test seals were in excellent condition after
the 150-hour run. Seal components after testing are shown in Figure
• 38.
The aft seal carbon nose wore an average of 0. 0044 mm
(0. 000175 in. ) after the first 50 hours. No other wear occurred on the
carbons or seats during the test.
Seal seat flatness in the assembled state was measured
to be I.8 _ (70 pin.). Axial runout was approximately 0.03 mm
(0. o01z in. ).
" "_" i
Oil flow to the bearing compartment was as follows:
' Shaft Speed. , Oil Flow
m/s ft/sec kg/hr Ib/hr
102 334 182 400
122 400 182 400
137 450 205 450
145 475 205 450 ,
_9
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TABLE XVII. 150-HOUR ENDURANCE TEST RESULTS SELF-ACTING SEAL • ,""
^tr Cavdy Fwd Seal &ft _l
___r..._CCd Pr, :._,'e Pre..=urc _trf|ow _Two S_.als) Temp. Te_.._..._..mjE_ _
: II. .... _,, /.,m/_...' f.-"_l_,.,aJ 1,-'_'7,-_ 2- _p-_,,,, (k:/._ (.cfm) Ob/.ecl (K) ('V) (X_ ('F)
1 It,Z SS4 103 14q.7 15.1 ZI.9 .003 5.07 .006 3l,L I'._1 _,0 IRn _"
Z ItlZ 1_4 _o_ i49.7 it, n ZI.7 .003 5.17 .rio7 367 -_00 3(G, l¢lR
Shut Dov. n
4 It_ C b; 103 149.7 14.8 21. :, .OOI g. {0 .UO7 360 18 e= _g'7 1{4_
4 IOZ _,34 1113 14q.7 14.3" _1.3 .0o3 4. ',_r', .OOIt 473 -"11 IGR 2I):1
¢, InZ ?_34 1o3 14e=. "; 14.*, 21.? .I"103 4, g_ . riO(, _Tg ZI '_ ],7Z Z[O
•. IL)Z ;:',4. 103 14q.7 14, t :' I. _' .OOl 4.8|1 " . ttO(, 178 ZZI $7_ glZ
3" I{tZ _,_4 I1_'¢ 14q. 7 14 t, ZI.Z .1)0_ 4. CR .0o6 ], _,t) _ _75 ZI "_
8 IOZ ._4 1q3 |4_.7 14., ?l.Z .0o3 4,70 .001, =,tan 224 37:. Ll:,
,, I(tZ 1_4 1113 14o. 7 I {._t 21.0 . (ILl =' 4. , _ . O(}(t _fl I _Zt r _77 Z|8
; Shut t)uwn
I0 IOL =,=,4 I0"$ |4ti. 7 14.1 ZO. _" . 00"=' 4."_ .006 %4n 16g t"g ta I,*,
11 I0- _ $34 it 3 149.7 14.3 L0.7 .005 4,011 .001, _,,, ,R ZOI i,, |c_o
12 102 _34 IO_ 14_.7 14.3 ._0.7 .003 I,¢=0 .006 _7_, ZIq, TTZ ZO'_
13 IOZ tL4 10'1 14u. 7 14.3 20.7 .003 4. RR .OOi, 17 e= ZZZ _,74 214 ,_
14 lug ¢',4 lot 14q.7 14.3 Ztt. 7 .005 ;. till .006 _,7 r, ZJ] :3":, Zl ¢. I
I_ IOL _%4 103 14',. 3. 14.3 ZU.T .t)03 4.08 .006 37a 222 374 ."14
It', |ll 'a' _34 103 14q, 7 14.3 20.7 . OO'*, 4. qR 006 37_. "_' ZI '_
17 IOZ 3=,4 Io3 14'). 7 I -_.'3 _'0.7 .qO_ 4.'10 .001' _811 ZZ'3 33.(, ZI4,
Shtit f_o,,xn
I_ 1fl2 3"_4 10 _, 14cL7 14.3 Zo.7 ._ :,. 13 .003. _8 Ig.3 35* 182
I'_ IOL _34 103 14n. 7 14.3 211.7 5, ZO .003" 374 _13 37Z Z03 i
Zo tt)Z 334 103 14q. 7 14. % 20.3" .(10_ _,. 3:, .003" _7-_ 21 r, _71 207
21 11_2 334 103 140.7 14. _ Zo.7 .o03 -, Z:, .007 37i 21; _70 2o,,
ZZ IOZ _,_,4 103 14q.7 14. _, Z0.7 .003. g.C _ .006 37t, _1/, $70 20,
Z¢ 102 334 ILIA 14q. 7 14.3 20.7 .q)03 t'. 0_, .006 13.7 ZIg "_71 _0_
24 1:12 3i4 103 14_.7 14.3 /0.3. .003 5.00 .006 378 gZO "¢7Z ZO'*
._httt 1"),x_ ,_
2r_ 102 134 103 14_t. 7 14.3 20,3' .003, =,.Z_ .007 _=;& IRZ 3"_5 17 ° '_
Z6 It_Z 334 103 14o. 7 14._ 20.7 .t_o3 5. 17 .t_O7 _3.0 ._07 lAB 10Z
Z7 102 3:_4 103 14o. 7 14. _ _0.7 0o3 :,.Z2 .007 "$77 ,21_ 372 ZIO
2R 102 134 103 14o. 7 14.3 20.3. .or13 5.30 .007 37_ 2L _, _3"t /.ta
Z '_ 12Z 400 103 14u. 7 I_.0 21.7 .0_4 (,.2_ .008 388 L_3 38L , _.
30 122 400 |D:_ 14c_. 7 1%0 ZI.3" ,004 G. 30 .OOR 388 23g 38Z ZZ8
31 IZZ 400 103 14Q. 3. 1.3. tJ .'1.7 .004 t. tO .00_ 388 230 tAZ ZZ8
,_hut Doo, n
=,Z 12Z 400 103 14'17 14, I Z0.7 004 ,,. 10 .008 3_4 176 3'30 170
_3 122 400 103 149.7 14.8 ZI.4 004 ,,.20 .008 3_,A loft 3(4 1_6
14 12'Z 400 I0_ 14o. 7 14.8 Zl. r', 004 t'.3 ;_ .008 3"_ ZZ3 374 ZI3
35 12Z 400 103 149.7 I-_.0 Z1.7 004 _,. 4_. .Ou8 3114 Z3Z 37R _ZO
36 IZZ 400 103 14q. 7 1'3.0 ZI.7 004 {.SZ .008 3q5 233 37_ 221
37 1Z2 400 103 141_. 7 I_.0 ZI.7 004 _.'30 .008 tgZ ZZ8 378 Z20
_8 IL2 400 lot 14q. 7 Ir_._ ZI,7 004 6.5;' .008 3R_ Z34 17 ° 22Z
30 1ZZ 4UO 1[I], 14q.7 IS.0 *?.1,7 0114 t.4'3 .008 387 Z3¢, 37_ LZ_
Shut Down
40 IZZ 400 103 14q. 7 _4. R ZI. =' 004 (,. _*_ ,008 359 186 3'36 I_Z
41 IZZ 400 103 14'_. 7 15.0 21.7 004 (,.30 .008 370 Z07 3"/I lOB
"_,. 4Z I_._ 400 103 14n. 7 15.0 Zl.7 004 6,3g .008 37q ZZ3 377 ZI8
43 IZZ 400 103 14n.7 I_.0 21.7 004 t',. 45 .008 383 Z30 377 Zlq
44 IZ ;_ 400 103 14q.7 15.0 Z1.7 004 _,43 .008 383 Z30 377 Zifl
4 ¢, IZ2 400 10_ 14o.7 1'3,0 Zl.7 004 f_.38 ,008 384 Z31 377 zIq
46 122 400 10_ 14q. 7 15,0 Zl.7 004 6, 3 =, .008 384 Z31 3'W zIq
47 IZZ 400 1()3 14q.7 1'3,0 Zl.7 004 6.48 ,008 384 232 378 ZZO
Shut Do_'n
48 IZZ 400 103 14_.7 14,8 2-1.5 .004 6.10 ,OOB 364 lOS 36Z 191
4q IZZ 400 103 14q.7 15.0 Zl.7 .u04 6.3;' .0011 379 ZZZ 37"_ 21_
'30 IZZ 400 103 14q, 3. 15.0 Zl.7 .004 6.5Z .008 384 Z3Z 3RO 2Z4
. . _ Teardown for |nspectton
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TABLE XVll - Continued
Air Cavity Fwd SMI A;t Seal
Speed PreJsurv Presnure Airflow ITwo SeJ.ls) Temp. (K} Temp F) I -_
H.ur (,nls)(ftlSecl iN/c,_iZl (pa;a) (N/co _Z) (pstal (kill) (scfm) (Iblsec) (K) ('Fi "('--7 _
51 137 450 103 149.7 17.7 Z5.7 .004 7. fi .010 37Z 210 36q 20_
-3_ 137 450 103 149.7 17.5 Z5.3 .004 7.5 .010 383 Z]O 378 2ZI
53 137 450 ]03 14%7 17.6 2_,.5 .005 7.9 .010 38Q 740 38Z _Z8
54 137 450 103 140.7 17.8 Z5.8 005 7.8 .010 301 Z44 384 _Z i
55 137 450 103 149.7 17.7 Z5.7 .005 R.O .010 390 243 38"$ ?.30 _
56 137 450 103 140.7 17.4 ZS.Z .005 7.8 .010 -190 Z43 385 ?-33 ,_
Shut Down "_
57 137 4-30 103 149.7 17.7 25.7 .005 9.0 .01| 370 _'_6 3fi8 ?-0Z
58 137 4_.J 103 149.7 IJ.3 _3,7 .004 6.8 .OOq 390 L4Z 38,' ?Z8
59 137 450 103 14Q. 7 16.3 Z3.7 .f)04 6,.6 .008 304 _e,O 384 ?-31 _t
60 13,7 4.30 I0_, 140.7 lfi. 3 Z3.7 .004 6.6 .008 3_0 ;P58 388 _38 ;_
_I 137 4_0 103 149.7 IA.3 Z3.7 .00; i.7 .009 3qq L58 388 _.38
6?. 137 4-30 10"_ 149.7 IA. 3 Z3.7 .004 (,.7 .009 300 258 387 ?.37 _
k3 1_,7 450 101 14q.7 If,.3 Z3.7 .Off4 6.7 .ooq 49Z Zt,? 388 ?.39
Shut D0_vn _t
&4 37 450 103 140.7 It',.?. Z3. c, 004 7. Z .00q 374 Z:3 37Z _10(,5 37 450 103 149.7 16.0 Z3.?- 004 /_.8 .009 ',R7 Z36 ]81 Z?.7 |6h 37 450 103 149.7 1-3"q 23.0 004 L,7 .009 307 2-35 38 ° _40
67 37 450 1_3 14n. _ 15.7 Z?..7 004 t,.i, .008 40_ L(,4 393 _47
68 _,7 4_,0 103 149.7 1.3.7 Z?..7 004 (,.7 .OOCA 404 Z6,5 _L Z46
bq 37 450 103 14_.7 15.7 Z?..7 004 L.7 .009 40_ 2_,4 300 24] ']
15.7 Z?..7 .004 ¢_,¢ .008 403 Z,,4 3c_?. Z4_70 37 4_0 10_ 14%7
71 37 450 |0_ 149.7 15.7 Z_.7 .004 _,. -3 .008 403 _64 _,qz Z41, _.
Shut Down "_
7Z 1_7 4-30 I(_1 14o. 7 |6.3 2.5.7 .00_. 7.1 .009 37;, 21(, _173 2.12.
73 137 4-30 I0_ t.4u. 7 If,.2 23.. _ .004 ?.U .009 _8(, 2_5 _fll 2.Z7 iShut Down A
74 137 450 |0], 149.7 1_.7 ;?..7 .004 ,_.8 .009 _,a7 Z_.4 _,87 ;'37
75 137 4-30 10._ 140.7 15.7 ?.2..7 .004 _,.4 .008 403 2.¢,4 3°1 ?44 "_
7¢, |'$7 4%0 103 _40.7 15.7 ?.?-7 ..q04 ft. _ .008 402. Z62 38_ Z4I
77 1_7 4_,0 I0_, I_q.7 1¢,.3 Z3.7 .004 7.0 .009 _o-_ 2.-31 18,, 2t-3
78 137 450 103 I 4'). 7 lS.q ?3 G .004 6.5 .008 400 250 38_ Z41
Shut Down
79 137 450 103 149.7 1%.9 2.3.1 .004 7.Z .009 370 20() 370 ?.Of
80 137 450 I0_ 140.7 It,. c) ?-3.1 .004 7.0 .ooq 380 2.:" 378 ZZO
81 1",7 450 103 140.7 16.0 ?-3.2. ,004 7.0 .009 3qZ 2.46 384 /.3?.
87 137 450 103 149.7 15,9 2.3.1 .004 6.9 .009 304 Z4q 384 Z]Z
83 137 450 103 149,7 i5._ ?-3.1 .004 fi.q .009 30(, 2.52. 38_ Z]3
84 137 450 103 140.7 15.7 2.2.8 .004 6. g .e'39 3qfi 2.53 387 Z_¢,
85 137 450 103 140.7 1_.7 ;'2.7 .004 6.8 .009 397 Z54 388 238 "_
8b 137 450 I03 140.7 15.7 22.7 .004 6, g .009 397 ?.54 388 238 i
Shut Down i
87 137 450 103 140.7 1.3.7 Z?-.7 .00-, 7.0 .009 378 2.?-0 377 2.18
88 137 450 103 14a.7 15.8 22..9 .004 6.8 .009 39Z Z46 386 Z]5 _,
89 137 450 103 140.7 '%7 22.7 .004 6.4 .008 402. ;%?. 391 2.44
90 137 450 103 14q. 7 15.7 ?._ 7 .bq4 6.4 .008 404 Z66 3q2. ?.46
91 137 450 103 149.7 ;5.7 ZL7 .00_ 6.4 .008 40-3 Z67 39[ Z45
92 137 450 103 149.7 15.7 2Z.7 .004 6.5 .008 405 2,68 394 Z48
93 137 450 103 149.7 15.7 ?.2..7 .004 6.6 .008 406 _70 394 249
Shut Down
94 37 450 103 149,7 15, q ?.3.0 004 (-.q 009 374 ,_14 374 Z13 i
95 37 4.30 IC3 149.7 15.8 2.Z.9 004 6.7 0A9 ]qO 2.42. 386 ?.34
q6 37 450 103 149.7 15.8 Z2..9 004 6.5 008 400 " ?.60 390 Z43
97 37 450 103 14q.7 15.7 2Z. 8 004 6, 4 008 404 2.66 392. 246
98 37 450 103 149.7 I S. 7 ZZ. 8 004 _. 4 008 40_ 267 30_ ?.47
99 37 4.30 103 149.7 15.7 22..7 004 6.4 008 405 Zfi8 394 ?.48
I00 37 450 103 149.7 15.7 ZZ,7 004 6.4 008 40_ 2.68 393 ?.47
Teardown for ]_o|vection _
i
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TABLE XVII - Continued :
Air Cavity Fwd Seal Aft Seal
• Speed Presaure Pressure Airflow (Two Seals) Temp. Temp.
Hour (m/s)(ft/sec) (N/cm Z) (ps_a) (N/cm Z) (psla) (ki/s) (scfm) (lb/lec) (K) ('F) fl0 ('F)
I01 137 450 103 149.7 18.4 26.7 .OOS 9,5 .012 578 220 3T7 Zl (-
102 137 450 103 149.7 18.4 Z6.7 .005 o. 2 .OlZ 394 250 386 234
Shut Dow_
103 137 450 103 149.7 17.0 24.7 ,005 9.5 .012 369 204 372 210
104 137 450 103 14e. 7 17.0 24.7 .005 8.8 .011 385 233 381 22t, ;
105 137 450 103 149.7 17.0 24.7 .005 e.O .0_1 3_0 243 38t, 234 i
106 137 4% 103 149,7 17,0 _4.7 .005 8.7 .011 3o8 256 388 238
107 137 45e 103 149.7 1&.7 Z4. Z .005 8.4 .011 404 2_6 3oi 244
108 137 _50 I0_ 14_.7 1(_.9 24._ .005 8.2 .011 404 Z¢_, _aO 243
109 137 450 103 149.7 17.0 24.7 .005 q.O .011 400 25 t_ 388 Z3R _
Shut I')_
I10 137 450 103 149.7 17.0 24.7 .005 8,7 ,Oil 3¢,7 ZOO 368 ZOZ
Ill 137 450 |03 149.7 17.0 Z4.7 .005 8. Q ,Oil 382 227 378 ZZO
I]2 137 450 103 149.7 17.0 24.7 .005 8.7 .011 395 Z_l 386 2_4
113 137 450 103 149.7 17,0 24.7 .00_ 8,4 .011 400 25_ 388 238
114 137 450 103 149,7 17.0 24.7 .005 8,4 ,011 401 2(,11 388 238
1i5 137 450 103 14q. 7 17.0 24.7 .005 8.4 01| 401 ZtO 388 239
116 145 475 103 140.7 17.0 24.7 .005 8.6 ,01! 405 268 _93 247
117 '45 47_ I0_ 14o.7 17_0 24.7 .005 8.7 .011 406 270 3Q3 247
Shut Down
118 145 475 lOJ 14o. 7 17.4 25.2 .00_ q.(, 012 378 221 378 ZZO
119 145 47_ 103 14n.7 17.4 Z5,3 .005 u.I 012 7_3 247 387 _3(,
120 145 475 103 14o. 7 17.1 24.8 .005 8.7 01| 400 Z(,O 38Q 241
121 145 475 103 14o.7 17.2 Z4. q .005 R._ 011 405 ZF_ 3_3 247
122 145 475 103 149.7 17.0 24.7 .005 8.5 011 40_ _14 392 Z4_,
i23 145 475 103 149.7 17.0 24.7 ,005 8.7 011 402 2(,2 _qO 242
IZ4 145 475 103 149.7 17.0 24.7 .005 8.2 010 407 271 394 Z_O
Shut Down
125 145 475 103 14_.7 17.4 Z5. Z .0_6 9.6 OIZ 377 ZI q 377 Z18
IZ6 145 47_ 103 149.7 17.4 25.2 .005 9.4 012 3_Z 24_ 384 232
I27 145 475 103 140.7 17.1 24.8 .005 9.1 OIZ 402 21,_ 38u 240
128 145 475 103 149.7 17.0 24.7 ,005 8. q 011 405 267 390 Z42
I_q 145 475 103 149.7 17.0 24.7 .005 9.0 011 406 270 391 144
130 145 475 103 149.7 17.0 24.7 .005 8.9 011 407 27_ 39_ 246
131 145 475 103 149.7 17.2 24,9 .006 10,0 013 397 255 387 236
Shut Down
i3Z 145 475 103 149,7 16.7 24.3 .005 9.0 .011 388 239 383 229
133 145 475 103 140.7 17.0 24.7 .005 8.5 .011 _9 258 390 Z4Z
134 145 475 103 149.7 16.7 24.2 ,005 8.5 .011 402 2()3 390 Z4Z
135 145 475 103 149.7 16.7 24.2 .005 8.3 .011 405 268 394 248
136 145 475 124 179.7 19.1 27.7 .008 13.0 .017 404 266 388 238
137 145 475 I24 179.7 19.1 27.7 .008 13.0 .017 402 262 386 234
138 145 475 IZ4 179.7 19.1 27,7 .008 13,0 .017 398 256 383 230
Shut Down
139 145 475 124 179.7 18.4 _6.7 .008 13.0 .017 3°4 Z.'q 380 ZZ5
140 145 475 I24 179.7 19.1 27.7 ,008 13.0 .017 396 253 379 ZZ2
141 145 475 124 179._ 20.1 28. Z ,008 13.0 .017 392 246 377 218
14Z 145 475 I24 _79.7 20.1 28.2 .008 13.0 .017 390 244 377 Z19
143 145 475 124 17Q.7 19.2 27,8 .008 13.0 .017 391 245 378 ZZO
144 145 475 124 179.7 19.1 27,7 .008 13.0 .017 391 245 378 220
145 145 475 1_4 179.7 ZO.I 28, Z .008 13.0 .017 394 250 379 ZZ3
146 145 475 124 179.7 19.1 Z7,7 .008 13.0 .017 394 Z50 379 ZZ3
Shut Down
147 145 475 124 179.7 19.1 27.7 ,008 13.5 .017 392 246 382 _28
14P 145 475 124 179.7 Iq.I 27.7 .008 13,5 .017 391 245 301 _27
149 145 475 124 179.7 18.4 26.7 .008 13.0 .017 39Z Z46 381 .ZZ7
I_0 145 475 I24 179.7 18.4 26.7 .008 13.0 .017 395 251 384 231
End
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The bearing was fed by four 0.81 mm (0. 03Z in. ) diameter jets,
and two 0. 81 mm (0.03Z in. ) diameter jets were directed at each self-
acting face seal dam. Oil-in temperature was 366 K (Z00eF), and
MIL-L-Z3699 oil was used.
Self-Acting Circumferential Seal
Design
The self-acting circumferential seal configuration is shown in
Figure 39. It is similar to a co_.ventional circumferential seal with
the addition of self-acting geometry on the carbon bore for lift augmen-
tation. A detail of a carbon segment illustrating the self-acting geo-
metry is shown in Figure 40.
The seal is internally pcessurized with two rings, made up of
three carbon segments each, comprising the sealing elements. The
segment joints are overlapped and an antirotation lock in the center of
the seal prevents the segments from turning with the shaft.
Test Results _l
Initially, two evaluation tests were conducted over a range of
speeds and internal seal air pressures at ambient air temperatures.
Test conditions and resulting airflows and bearing cavity pressures
ar_ listed in Table XVIII. Each run was of 15 minutes duration. Two
thermocouples were placed adjacent to each oil-side and air-side car-
bon ring a °. shown in Figure 39, and resulting temperatures are listed
in Table XIX. Some of the instrurventation was not operative in test U.
After test I, carbon wear was noted on the sealing dams and half
way across the pad lands (Figures 41 and 42). The wear was in the
order of 0. 0107 mm (0. 0004 in. ) at the jealing dam. The carbon bores
" had been manufactured _ith a _aper of 0. 204 mm (0. 0008 in. ) from the
sealing da[z, to tb_ opposite end in order to account for possible distor-
tion of the se-_! runner.
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(_\ PRESSURIZATION
I, AIR
THERMOCOUPLE
AIR SIDE f THERMOCOUPLE
OIL
• 73.228 mmdia
: "_-'-'JET 73.216
. . i ( 2.8830 I
, • :. ,': _- 18-8 STAINLESS STEEL
i 2. COMPRT,_SIONSPRING INCONEL X
3. CARBON SEGMENT HIGH.TEMPERATURE CARBONl
l 4. RUNNER AMS6382 FLAME SPRAYED
m i
WITH LCIC CHROME CARRIDE
!
i! S. SEALING PLATE 18-8 STAINLESS STEEL6. G;,RTER SPRING INCONEL X
i .71N (.159Ib)
I.
I 7. ANTIROTATION LOCK 18-8 STAINLESS STEEL
F_gure 39. Self-Acting Circumferential Seal.
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86.41041mmd,o
.2oze ,,,,, --i
.- 1 t" I j-f'_
_ MATERIAL
/- - THERMOCOUr'LE
' 20° F DETAIL OF
TYP LIFT PADS LIFT PADS (5 SEGMENT)
0
.. , _ 3 175 mm d,a _ ..2032 mm [ .0008 'n-I
-" . /'1270 .0005 J
,__.J / .--- .635 mm --,! r-- 2.0828 mm
//| .3S' | | (.012 _.._
....... .I . _ _ ! . _ -.L.
[.",,:ix ,: :'_ _ _ :_- _. • '% • _."_ ",.- X _- _ \ _. _: _. %. _,_ "_ \ ,,..!:____..._,...._.,_J _ ', .1%
t t "q""---" OlRECTIOH OF ROTATION t
" / L...6696 ,,,m / .024 i,.'_ SEA'.ING DA_
.5080 _ .020 /
._E_LIt_G
DJ_I
" :i DEVELOPED :,_'qAIGHT LENGTH 0 © O."IE SEGMENT
_'igure 40. Det;.ils of Carbon Segment, Self-Acting Circumferential Seal.
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J_- During test II, carbon wear was excessive: 0. 305 to 0. 737 turn
(0.01Z to 0.029 in. ) radial wear. The lift pads had completely worn
_: out atld there was grooving on both runners. Seal carbon temperatures
I (Table XIX) were recorded as high as 628 K (670°F) and there were
brief excursions as high as 700 K (800OF).
Typical traces of the lift pads prior to operation and after test I
are shown in Figure 43. Note the taper on *.he sealing dam. In
! addition to tracing the lift pad profile, traces were taken of the runner,
seal case, and seal plate. Inspection data are listed in Table XX. No
axial wear of the carbon segments was no_,ed throughout the test
' program.
i Testing continued with an effort to determine the regimee of
: operation within which the seal could operate successfully. A 1D-hour
test was conducted at the f.ollowing conditions:
Speed 91 m/s (300 ft/sec)
Air pressure 55 N/cm Z (80 psia)
Air temperature Ambient
Operating parameters held constant throughout the test as
follow s:
Airflow into bearing cavity through two seals - 0, 0009 kgl_
(0. 0019 Ib/sec or I. 5 scfm)
Bearing cavity pressure - II.2 N/crn g (16.3 psia)
Carbon temperature
• -A._
Forward seal
Oil-side carbon - Not instr_mnented
Air-side carbon •428 Kmax (310°F)
Aft seal
Oil-side carbon -450 Kmax (350°F) i
Air-side carbon - 447 K max (345°F)
Sl i
tl
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tSealing Dam /
___ Sealing Darn ] ___
Depth -
I
i i
i
! .
z5o tin. 6.35 IJm
• jl... ,
.olo . Z5 mm
k in.
After Test I
Figure 43. Typical Lift Pad Trace, Self-Acting Circumferential Seal.
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TABLE XXo SELF-ACTING CIRCUMFERENTIAL SEAL TEST DATA
New After Test I After Test II
Fwd Seal
Runner (Air-Side Contact_
Roundness. _m (_i_.) .635 (Z5) Z.04 (80) 30.5 (l _00)
Waviness, urn (IJin.) - 1.0Z (40) Z. 54 (I00|
Rough-sag. urn (uin. AA) .05 (Z) .38 (15)
Runner (Oil-Side C, ntact) _ :
Roundness, um (lain.) .635 (ZS) Z.04 (80) ZZ. 8 (900_
Waviness, urn (uin.) I. 02 (40) 5. 34 (Zl0)
Roughness, um (lain. AA) .0SI (2) .38 (15)
Case
Flatness. urn (uin.) 3. Bl (150) 7.11 (zg0) 16.0 (630)
Waviness. um (lain.) .71 (Zd) .51 (20) l. 14 (45)
Roughness, ;am (lain. AA) . 38 (15) .36 (14) . Z5 (lO_
Plate !
I
Flatness, um (uin.) I.Z7 (50. I Zl,4 (840) 30.5 (1200)
Waviness, ;am (iJin.) .43 (17) .41 (16) .Z5 (10)
Roughness, urn (uin. AA) . 1_ {S) .18 (7) .13 (5 _,
Aft Seal
Runner (Air-Side Contact}
Roundness. sam (lain.) I. 91 (75) 2.04 (80) 19. I (750}
Waviness, um (_in.) I. 5Z (6G) ]. 27 (50) c_. 4 (370)
Roughness, _m (uin. AA) .08 (3) .36 (14) -
l_unner (Oil-Side Contact)
Roundness. lain (lain.) 1.91 r75) _.04 (80]. 38. 1 (1500)
Waviness, ;am (;sin.) I. 57 60) I. 27 (S0) 58. 5 (2300)
Roughness. um (uin. AA) .076 (3) .36 (14_ -
Case
Flatness, urn (;sin.) 2.54 (100) ;4.7 (580) 14.0 (550)
Waviness, _,m (;ain.) ,46 (18) .76 (30) .84 (33)
Roughness, ;am (uin. AA) .18 (7) .18 (7) .18 (7) .
Plate
Flatness, um (uin.) 3.05 (IZO) ZZ.4 (880) 24. Z (950)
Wavines s. ;am (l_in.) ,46 (18) .64 (25) • 51 (Z0)
Roughness, um (uin. AA) ,23 (9) .25 (10) . Z5 (It)
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Inspection of the seals following test revealed light carbon wear
at the sealing darns in the order of 0. 0102 mm (0. 0004 in.). The run- /
ners exhibited a full light carbon pattern on the oil side and a single
light line corresponding to the sealing dam on the air side.
Testing continued with a 10-hour run at the following conditions:
Speed 122 m/s (400 ft/sec)
Air pressure 79 N/cm Z (115 psia)
Air temperature Ambient
Operating parameters held consfant throughout the test as
follow s:
Airflow into bearing cavity through two seals - 0. 012 kg/s
. (0.0026 Ib/sec or 2.0 scfrn)
Bearing cavity pressure - 11.2 N/cm 2 (16.3 psia)
Carbon temperature
Forward seal
: Oil-side carbon - 514 Kmax (465°F)
Air-side carbon - 514 Kmax (465°F)
Aft seal
Oil-side carbon - 517 Kmax (470°F)
Air-side carbon - Not instrumented
i_ Inspection of the seals followingtest revealed excessive wear
of the forward seal, Seal dam weal' varied from 0.036 to 0.228 rnm
(0.0014 to 0.009 in.). The lift pads were completely worn out.
The aft seal revealed carbon wear at the sealing dam of
,'_ O. 0102 mm (0. 0004 in. _.
; i
;' The runners after testingare shown in Figure 44. Surface '_p
! roughr, es9 traces of the forward seal runner following the first and
second 10-hour testare shown in Figure 45. During the self-acting
circumferential seal testprogram, airflow into the bearing cavity and
_ 84
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.--! .... !..... i_._ L _j ./-- L_ I _ I : _/_ , i
1111_ I
..... , , ....... ,___U__,\ ,
AfterFirst10-HourTest
•--1 /" _........... f _..... ._ _'-......,t--- --/:..... t--' ....... ,'_--.......
/.../....../-_!....j___LII.I. :_,.,WornAre,/ j L:_I
......../ ---i----, ...... T--_, r-t-S,-- ....+_/"_ ..... t....-_t--K_I'_---|
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__ / ', \ 1 \ 1 \ " \ ,
........... .....
AfterSecond 10-HourTest
Figure 45. Roughness Traces of Forward Seal Runner, Self-Acting
Circumferential Seal.
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_: carbon temperature iucreased with increasing air pressure. Theser,
paremeters did not appear to change significantly with speed. Envelopes
of the airflow and temperature data recorded in the test program are
shown in Figures 46 and 47.
Total oil flow to the bearing compartment was varied with speedi:
as follows:
Shaft Speed Oil Flow
m[_._.ss ft/sec kg/hr lb/hr
91 30O 75 166
1ZZ 400 95 Z10
152. 500 115 Z54
183 600 143 314
Z13 700 . 170 374
The bearing was fed by four 0.81 mm (0.03Z in.) jets and each
seal runner was under cooled b7 one 0.81 mm (0.03Z in.) jet. Oil-in
temperature was 366 K (Z00°F). MIL-L-Z3699 oil was used.
Failure of the seal to operate successfully at speeds of 1Z2 m/s
(400 ft/sec) and pressure differentials of 79 N/cm z (115 psia) was attri-
buted to insufficient lift force generated by the self-acting geometry.
The 0. 0204 mm (0. 0008 in.) taper contributed to the inability of the pads
to produce sufficient lift force. The self-acting geometry (F_gure 48)
was redesigned, which will increase the lift force. No taper will "e
incorporated.
Discussion of Test Results
• _ , A comparison of the performance of the various seal configura-
tions is shown in Figure 4q. The plot shows that self-acting face seals
have the potential of significantly .-ducing airflow as ccrrpared to the
conventional seals.
t_ Of the conventional configurations, face seals allowed the least
airflows at high pressure differentials. Circumferential segmented
} seals are as tightas face seals at moderate operating conditons; how-
i! ever, experience and the subject testprogram res,dts have shown that
at pressure differentialsabove approximately 41.4 N/cm Z (60 psi) and
speeds above appro.ximat'elyI07 m/s (350 ft/sec)circumferential seg-
mented seals wear out and f_nall7 operate as labyr[nlhs. In that case
there is littleto choose between circumferential, rotating ring, and
labyrinth seals in terms of airflow.
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"..o..._ _ 80 __ ,? r
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4O
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Figure 46. Envelope of Airflow Through Two SeLf-Acting Circumferential
Seals Versus Pz'essure Differential.
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Figure _7. Envelope of Self-Acting Circumferential Seal Ternperat..reVersus Pressure Differential.
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125
Conventional Fgce Seal
150
100
! ,,
; E L Z
m
L Seal_,
Warn Out Circumfeflmtiol
Seals
• 25 .....
.O- _n
•010 ,020 .030 .040 .050
kg/s
!
I ... I 1 I " ..L
0 .020 .040 .060 .080 . :00
Ib/sec
Airflow (Two Seo|s)
Figure 49. Comparison of Seal Configurations.
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Several problems can occur as a resu/t of high seal leakage air-
flow into the lubrication system:
1. The air-oil separation sTstem may not be able to handle the
volume of air, and accessory g=arbox pressure will increase!
and back pressure the bearing cavities that are in low-pressure
areas of the engine, causing oil leakage. _.lso, oil might be
vented out of the air-oil separator.
2. Depending on the scavenge a_ea of the bearing cavity and the
pressure downstream, excessive airflow can pressurize the
bearing cavity and limit the oil flow into it, thereby precipi-
tating bearing failure.
3. Excessive hot air flowing into the bearing cavity can degrade
the lubricant and be detrimental to the bearings.
To gain s_ne perspective of the magnitude of airflow under
discussion, engine experience has shown that excessive airflow into a
bearing package incorporating seals of the size used in the test program
• would be in the order of 0. 012 kg/s (O. 028 Ib/bec). Taking midpoint "
values of the range of pressure differentials in Figure 49, the face seal
could not meet this criterion at pressure differentials above approxi-
mately 85 N/cm2 (IZ3 psia). The limiting pressure differential for
worn out circumferential segmented seals, rotating ring seals, and
simple labyrinths is approximately 40 N/cm 2 (58 pain).
Test program results indicated the effect of pressure differential
on airflow was more significant than speed for circumferential segmented
• and conventional face seals. Airflow through the face seals decreased
i with increasing speed at a given air pressure. This is also the case
with rotating ring seals and labyrinths since the leakage gap closes with
speed. The self-acting face seal airflow increased with speed as would
" be expected since the lift force increases with speed and therefore the
leakage gap increases•
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I
I"Self-Acting Face SealThe self-acting face seal limited airflow euccessfuUy at oper-ating conditions more severe than those of present small engine appli-
cations. Endurance running of 150 hours showed that the seal could _
operate without rubbing contact at high shaft rotative speed (43, 000 rpm,
145 m/s. (475 ft/sec)} with leakages less than conventional seals.
A redesign of the seal is required to overcome difficulties re-
lated to dynamic effects and distortion of the face plate, which led, in
some runs, to contact of the sealing surfaces and excessive heat gen-
eration and wear.
It is recommended that a dynamic analysis of the redesigned
seal be conducted to analytically determine the response of the seal
to motions of the rotating face plate. Follcwing the dynamic analysis,
environmental testing should continue to determine the full potential
. of the self-acting face seal configuration.
Self-Acting Circumferential Seal
A 10-hour test was successfully conducted at a speed of 91 m/s
(300 ft/sec) and air prcssure of 55 N/cm _ (80 psia). The self-acting
circumferential seal did not develop sufficient lift force and wore ex-
cessively at speeds above I_Z m/s (400 ft/sec) and at air pressure
differentials above 79 N/crn _- (115 psia),
The carbon b_re, which was manufactured with a 0. 0004 mm
(0. 0008 in. ) taper from the sealing dam to the opposite end, proved
t detrimental to the self=acting lift pad performance. A redesigned seal
i with modified self-acting geometry and no bore _aper should be evalu-ated.
• Conventional Seals
t
Test results indicated that conventional seals may not b_ satiso I
factory in future advanced engines because of excessive airflow.
Of the conventional seals tested, the face seal configuration
was most successful at limiting airflow; however, at air=to=oil pres-
• sure differentials above approximately 85 N/cm 2 (IZ3 psia), airflow
was considered excessive.
Q
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0The circumferential segmented seal configuration operated
i- well at moderate conditions, but at air-to-oil pressure differentials
", above approxirna ely 41.4 N/cm 2 (60 psia) and speeds above approxi-
{ mately I07 m/s (350 ft/sec), it wore excessively and eventually
oPerated as a labyrinth. "
Airflow through worr/out circumferential se_n_ented seals,
_: rotating ring seals, and simple labyrlnths is comparable for a given
.- air-to-oil pressure diHerential, At pressure differentials above
-A
40 N/cm 2 (58 psia), airflow through these seal configurations was
-_- cOnsider ffa exces sire.
!_?_ ' - In • advanced engines, if conventional seals are to be used,
i_ complicated pressure-breakdown stages will be required, adding cOSt
_;: _ and weight. Incorporation of the self-acting concept offers an attrac-
- tire alternate seal design for critical applications.
x-
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